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New billing
practice a
quick fix
Business Office may have
underestimated reaction to
death of invoice system
ROBIN WHITTAKER
CordNews
With the arrival at students'
doorsteps of a comprehensive fee
sheet in place of Laurier s tradition-
al invoice for money owed to the
school, Laurier's Business office
ushered in a new era of collecting
students' money.
"I was surprised to not see a
computer involved," said Students'
Union President Stew Wong who
first saw the fee sheet at the same
time as every other Laurier student
— when he received it this summer
in the mail.
"I think students should have
been consulted,"
Wong said.
But under the
circumstance
that would have
been impossible,
said the Business
Office's Super-
visor Bev
Freeborn.
Freeborn said
the decision was
made in the mid-
dle of July.
Having held
her position since
last August, after
being involved
with Laurier for
the last 20 years,
Freeborn
assumes full
responsibility for
making the
changes to the billing system.
"1 didn't see it as anything more
than an administrative efficiency in
the long run," said Freeborn. "The
billing process itself has never been
approved by the Board of
Governors. I saw it as a decision
that as a manager 1 was able to
make, to use the resources of my
office to the optimum."
But Assistant Vice President:
Student ServicesDean of Students
David McMurray shared Wong's
surprise.
tome"
David IVIcMuifay,
Peari of Students
"To implement this in such a
quick period of time is surprising to
me," McMurray said. "I would have
assumed that this kind of thing
would have been reviewed for up to
at least a year, to make a change to
this degree.... A minimum window
would have been 18 to 24 months,"
and even that time span "would be
fast-tracking."
This summer, Freeborn had
planned to have invoices mailed to
every student by July 15, but when
she returned from vacation she said
she found some "critical things that
had to be dealt with."
The housing assignments hadn't
been done, time
had to be taken to
get the labels pro-
duced and to get
the mailing out,
award decisions
hadn't been
made, admissions
information had
not been received
and processed,
and all of the reg-
istration intents
hadn't been pro-
cessed.
If the Bus-
iness Office was to
go ahead with the
traditional billing,
Freeborn said,
"essentially what
we were doing is
making a guess
when we billed.
So we would send out an invoice to
students based on a set of assump-
tions — if you were confirmed only
and not a registered student — and
the assumption was that everybody
was in five half-credit courses."
After reviewing practices, con-
sulting the calendars of other uni-
versities, gathering other billing
information from other schools,
talking to Assistant Vice President:
Financial Resources/Comptroller
Care for a shine mister?
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Hey baby, touch my squeegle: An enthusiastic Shinerama participant raises money for Cystic
Fibrosis this past Saturday. Full story and O-Week wrap-up • Page 3.
Student bursary program flawed
WLUSU saves $525,698for student aid
STERLING LYNCH
CordNews
As of August 20th, concluding a
process initiated by the Student's
Union in the last week of June, the
University will inject an additional
$525,698 into student bursaries.
Previously, this money had been lost
on its way to Student Aid. At the
centre of the controversy was the
new Work Study/Bursary Program.
"It is a victory for the Students
Union—on behalf of the students, "
said Stewart Wong, WLUSU
President, "The Union has per-
formed its watchdog function to the
[fullest] and had it not been for the
investigation by the Union, there
would be $525,698 less in bur-
saries."
"It made us look deeply into it
[The Work Study/Bursary
Program]," said Bob Byron, Senior
Assistant to the Acting VP: Finance
and Administration. "That if indeed
we were being fair and accurate in
the manner that we were dealing
with those tuition fees—particularly
those portions that was to go to stu-
dent aid."
As a condition of recent tuition
hikes in 1996 and 1997, the
University is expected to increase
contributions to student bursary
programs by 10 and 30% respec-
tively.
In an official document, present-
ed by Dr. Berczi, former VP:
Finance and Administration and
endorsed by the Senate Finance
Committee and the Senate
Resource Planning and Utilization,
budget numbers were manipulated
in such a way that $526 698 that
should have been earmarked for
student bursaries did not go to stu-
dent bursaries.
Money from the operating bud-
get that was nonnally spent on posi-
tions like Class Assistants.
Proctoring, and Research Assistants
would now be labeled as financial
aid. Students interested in being
hired for one of these positions
would have to participate in a pro-
gram titled the Wilfrid Laurier
University Work Study/Bursary
Program. To participate in this pro-
gram students would have to sign a
declaration offinancial need.
Wong said, "the university was
merely re-labeling those employ-
ment accounts to be ones of student
aid-
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Orientation Week wrap-up
Organizers pleased with Planet Laurier experience
JAMES MUIR
CordNews
After a week of supervised revelry,
young first years began their inau-
gural week of classes with the com-
pletion of Frosh week activities on
Saturday night.
The Turret played host to the
closing ceremonies, in which it was
revealed that Red was the victorious
in colour team activities. It was also
announced that $54,000 gross was
raised during Shinerama - the sec-
ond highest total in 30 years of
Laurier tradition.
Both loved and hated,
Orientation Week gave new students
a whirlwind tour of life on the
Laurier campus. A huge staff of 325
volunteers worked tirelessly, shep-
herding the young flock of Frosh
through the demanding schedule.
By day, Frosh were immersed in
colour and spirit. By night, in sweat
and the local night life. It was hectic
and tiring, but efforts didn't go
unappreciated. "It's great", "It really
helps you adjust", and "A good
experience" were just a few of the
responses elicited from enthusiastic
first years.
Julie McCallum, Vice-President:
Student Activities, was very pleased
with this year's Orientation Week.
"Without the time and enthusiasm
of the volunteers the week would
justnot have happened."
In recent years the philosophy
behind Frosh or Orientation Week
activities has been closely examined.
Studies commissioned by American
universities and colleges suggest
that the earlier a student connects
with their institution, the greater the
chances for academic success.
Motivated by financial security,
educational institutions are placing
greater value on the returning stu-
dents rather than relying on new
students to recoup the loss of those
that drop out.
The University of Calgary adopt-
ed a mandatory orientation pro-
gram for all first year students
designed to help them cope with
their new environment and
increased freedom.
Lack of attendance was not
penalized, but prizes, like free resi-
dence, drew many students who
would otherwise overlook such
activities.
Bearing in mind such thinking, it
is ironic that many institutions are
shortening, some abolishing, their
orientation weeks.
"I am going to have to be in my
grave before they shorten
Orientation Week," said McCallum.
Although she asserts that 0-Week is
an expense for the administration,
"one unified 6 day Orientation Week
is an uniquely Laurier tradition,"
and in such a way is too valuable to
discontinue.
"We have an absolutely phenom-
enal program here and Laurier real-
ly emphasizes setting standards,"
said McCallum. "The ideas and
enthusiasm generated by our Frosh
Week is something 1 really don't
think the administration would want
to do away with."
"A lot of Orientation Weeks for-
get that they are supposed to be
there to ease the transition for stu-
dents," said McCallum, who appre-
ciates the immense cultural adapta-
tions required of students who
choose to attend university and col-
lege.
But, unlike some university offi-
cials throughout the nation, she does
not support the idea of mandatory
attendance. "Giving your students
choice of activities is really impor-
tant," McCallum said. "The students
are walking into independence and
we don't want to put any extra pres-
sure on them."
The prevailing attitude among
orientation organizers was to
encourage social interaction. A new
method ofcolour team selection was
devised in efforts to increase the
equality, fairness, and consistency of
all groups. McCallum admits that
the new method may have caused
some confusion, but she hopes it will
be around for a long time.
Some students voice concerns
over the length of opening cere-
monies.
"There's a lot of stuff that we
want to get accomplished during
opening ceremonies - administra-
tion introductions, the mock convo-
cation, entertainment," McCallum
said. "Everything is really important
as it allows students the opportunity
to appreciate the academic tradition
here at Laurier, and to learn how
the week is going to work. Effort
could be made to shorten it up, but I
think that we'd be losing some-
thing."
Although it was an organization-
al and physical feat of miraculous
proportions, the value of Orientation
Week for future years is immense,
as for many first years last week
was their first taste ofa whole heap-
ing spoonful ofLaurier.
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A much deserved rest: A Planet
Laurier participant takes a break
from the festivities.
Shinerama spirit shines on
The Laurier Frosh Week tradition continues
PATRICIA LANCIA
CordNews
Blessed with perfect weather and
unbelievable amounts of spirit and
enthusiasm for the cause, the 1997
edition of Shinerama was able to
more than surpass it's $40,000 goal.
As of press time, a gross of
$54,597.27 was raised for cystic
fibrosis, with some raffle ticket and
Shinerama day money still to be
counted.
"$54,000 just blew us away,"
said Chetan Bhanot, one of the
Shinerama co-ordinators. "It was
one huge surprise."
The immense success of
Shinerama, now in its 33 year, was
attributed to the support of the
newly formed Shinerama
Committee, the enthusiasm of 0-
week volunteers, and the commit-
ment of the frosh who participated.
"Having the committee was an
unbelievable help," said Bhanot,
with a special thanks to Ray
Ramotar, Tamara Chafee, and Anita
Gleeson. "And the reception ofstore
owners was incredible."
At 64 locations across the
Kitchener-Waterloo area store own-
ers donated refreshments, shining
supplies, even a shelter for frosh to
stand under.
The enthusiasm of Icebreakers
was also contributed to Shinerama's
success - in more ways than one.
"The enthusiasm of the breakers
and the O-team was amazing, and it
filters down to the frosh," said
Bhanot.
"There were even breakers
buskering for cystic fibrosis in front
ofthe bus lines."
"It brought the morale up so
much."
Few negative things could be
said about the day, which went off
without a hitch.
"I'd say 95% of the people are
excellent," commented Amanda
Brooks, a member of the Blue 7
team.
"Sometimes we get rejections,"
said Tania Bonello, a Red 14 mem-
ber, "but the people who are giving
are really generous."
"We had one person say 'Don't
even think about going near my
car'," said Blue 8 shiner, Jessica
Armstrong, "but people are usually
willing to stop."
The Red 11 team took home the
top team honours with a daily total
of $1178.56 in donations, out of 64
teams participating.
Over 60 schools across Canada
participate in Shinerama.
With campaigns running
throughout the month of September,
Laurier officials are still not sure
where WLU placed in relation to
other schools.
Last year Wilfrid Laurier
University placed third behind
Western and Carleton, both of
which have a much larger student
base to raise money.
Raising money for CF.
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Foot Patrol on wheels
STERLING LYNCH
CordNews
This year, students in need of a late night cscort from
Foot Patrol, the WLUSU walk home program, can
expect a quicker response time from the service. This
means less time spent by patrons waiting for
patrollers to arrive since they will now have access to
bikes.
Foot patrollers will now have at their disposal the
use of 2 CCM bikes (a $600 value) and two Autobikes
(a $1200 value). From CSA Inc.. Foot Patrol received a
variety of bicycle safety equipment, including lights
and six helmets.
All equipment were donations from the respective
companies.
"A complaint in the past which we have always
wanted to address was that on busy nights response
time [by patrollers] was slow," said Renee Pelletier.
WLUSU VP: Student Services.
The bicycles are a great asset to the program,"
said Rob Chiasson, Foot Patrol Co-ordinator.
"They enable teams to return to campus more
quickly. This is the key to reducing waiting times for
Foot Patrol users which is our priority for the coming
year. Ideally, nobody should ever have to wait longer
than ten minutes for a team to be available."
"And what's great," said Pelletier, "other than
future incidental maintenance costs, this has not cost
us anything." . |
Pelletier attributes the donated equipment to the
work of Hob Chiasson, and Assistant Co-ordinators
John I lynes and Christina Uruant. i
"I have never in my life seem more dedicated indi- |
viduais. It was a big team effort"
"Patrollers have been extremely receptive to, and
enthusiastic about, the bikes,'' said Chaisson. "They
are extremely eager to use them."
FP Coordinator Chiasson: Sporting the new gear. PHOTO:
STERLING
LYNCH
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A talk with our new President
President and Vice-Chancellor Robert Rosehart takes a few minutes
to discuss his governing philosophies and where he is coming from
KATHERINE HARDING
AND STERLING LYNCH
CordNews
What do you consider to be your
most important achievement to
date and how will the lessons you
have learned from that achievement
affect your life and decisions here
at Laurier?
That's a fairly philosophical
question, so I'll give you a fairly
philosophical answer. I think I dis-
covered over the years that no mat-
ter how good you think your idea
is—your idea on a given thing— it
really doesn't matter unless you can
convince others or convince and
encourage others to be a part of that
vision.
I think over the years I have used
a variety of expressions. One of the
expressions—you'l] have to get the
subtleties of it. For example, "I like
solving problems, not working on
them." There's a subtlety there that
you bring it to an end. I have also
learned over the years that if you
are going to do that, you don't do it
by yourself.
It has taken a while for me to
learn the system. I think typically a
university president thinks he can
do every job in the place and proba-
bly better than everyone else. I've
learned over the years that may well
be true but you don't have the time
to do it. So, you really have to devel-
op a team and you also have to
know that you don't have all the best
ideas, but for the betterment of the
institution you can move them
along. So, I would think over the
years, that I have learned if I really
want to accomplish something, it is
not so much what I want do but
what I can mobilize others to do.
Can you think of a time when
you used that management
approach effectively?
Weil. I think if you look at—I
don't want put too much in the past
and focus on where I come from—at
Lakehead [University], when I
became president, even though I
had been there for a long time as a
faculty member, it really didn't have
its niche carved out. It was an insti-
tution—I called it an identity crisis.
Some people liked to think of it
[Lakehead] as "The Northern
University," some people liked to
think of it as "the Little Oxford of the
North." It really didn't have—it had
a lot of internal tugging as to what it
really was.
So we started, initially, an acade-
mic planning exercise that was very
much bottom up which tried to deal
with the issue: "What was the insti-
tution about?" It's out ofthat evolved
this concept of "The Northern
University," "The Regional
University."
I'm not going to say I didn't have
some influence in suggesting that
kind of drift, but it really comes out
of an institutional self-examination
and I think that was fairly signifi-
cant. It's not significant in terms of
fundraising, it was not significant in
terms of what goes on in classroom
X or classroom Y, but it was in terms
of giving the institution some direc-
tion historically.
You told The Cord that you are
an educator first and foremost, can
you elaborate on that statement?
I've never left school [laughs].
From four years [of age], 1 don't
think I have ever been out ofschool.
It's b* ,rd for me to get too detached
from education, because I've been in
it all my life. Its going to be a little
different here, but I have got an
approach. I can be a guest lecturer. I
have always taught all the years I
have been at university. The last few
years I've been r
dovvn to half of a
half course, but I
still have been
formally giving
lectures. So, I am
going to try to
pawn myself off
here as a guest
lecturer or as
someone to fill-in
because there is a
variety of topics
that I could prob-
ably lecture in.
Which facul-
ties can you teach in?
Well, actually, I am nominally a
faculty member in the—even school
president need a home base—so 1
am a faculty in the School of
Business and Economics, but I have
all sorts of interest in the environ-
ment, public policy; I have been an
aboriginal self-government negotia-
tor; 1 have been quite interested in
regional development; and also sci-
ence and technology and innovation
to create jobs. There must be some-
where around here where I can
occupy an hour once and awhile.
So, in my past life anyway, I have
always enjoyed the interaction with
the students.... I think teaching,
being a university professor is cre-
ative. I think it is probably one ofthe
more rewarding jobs in society.
You are known as a people per-
son, so what plans will you imple-
ment to Insure consistent and
diverse input from students and fac-
ulty. What will you do to insure that
there won't be only a select group
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that has "the ear" of the President?
Well, that'll be interesting. 1
would like you to be the judge of
that six months from now. I'm not
sure exactly. One of the things 1 am
conscious of—like, lam the outsider.
So, I have to come in first of all and I
have to understand how Laurier
works, how human interactions
inside Laurier work. Some people
have said, one of the things they tell
me about myself, and this isn't
always been meant as a compli-
ment, "Don't fix it, if its not bro-
ken."[laughs]
I think one ofthe things that I am
going to do to some extent will be to
see what the opportunities are now.
We are going to meet—and I gather
this has been done in the past—the
Vice-Presidents and myself are
going to meet monthly with the
Student Leadership and talk about
issues. Like, I am quite willing to
meet with the student newspaperat
anytime on anything. My phone
number is going to be in the phone
book, don't be bashful, phone me
up. So, I am going to do that sort of
the thing.
I'm coming to grips a little bit
with—there seems to be a lot of
committees. There arc Senate com-
mittees, there are Board Com-
mittees. Fine, they are a part of the
governance of the system. There are
also some other committees—you
know, I'm going to tread a bit lightly
and participate to see if they have
value and if they need restructur-
ing....
One ofthe things I got to do is get
out of this office more. That's the
only advantage I can see in 202
- Regina, it gets me
out of here once
and awhile.
This past sum-
mer, you were
quoted in The
Record as saying,
"Part of the chal-
lenge in Ontario
with seventeen
public universi-
ties is to identify
your niche and
seek out
ners." What is
J the "niche" and
the partners you plan to seek out,
here at Laurier?
That is really a sporting question,
you know. If you were to go out into
the Laurier block here and ask that
question, it would be interesting to
see what kind of answers you would
get. I'm not trying to duck your
question, but I think there are prob-
ably some different responses to
that question and if you walked
down King street and asked people
you would also get different
responses.
Actually, I would be quite fasci-
nated by the responses you got. I've
heard people saying Laurier should
be an institution of 12,000 students.
And other people say Laurier should
stay the way it is. I've heard people
say Laurier should have a more
diverse student body. I just saw
something that said Laurier stu-
dents are very aware of global
issues. I've heard other people say
they are not aware of global issues.
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The web at Bricker
Net access chosen over new residence beds
PATRICIA LANCIA
Cord News
While students in Bricker Residence
now have the option of subscribing
to an internet service from the com-
fort of their rooms, approximately
225 first year students are sleeping
on cots instead of proper beds.
Funding for the project came
entirely from Ancillary Services.
The total capital investment was
approximately $107,700 according
to Dr. Nora Znotinas, Director of
Computing and Communication
Services, but Cliff Bilyea, Director of
Ancillary Services, placed the total
closer to $125,000.
Ongoing maintenance and sup-
port costs for the service are esti-
mated at $23,550, to come from the
term fees paid by Bricker students
who choose Hie service.
Ancillary Services was informed
of the decision to make Bricker
internet ready in late-February,
after the budget process was
already in place.
"We did some shuffling in terms
of long-term capital projects," said
Bilyea. "Roofreplacement and desk
replacement were put on hold, but
it did not affect beds."
Out of the 1137 student beds in
the 8 campus residences, less than
250 cots are left to be replaced with
captain's beds. In the summer of
1996, 100 beds were replaced in
Willison and Conrad, followed by
another 200 beds in 1997. Boughly
220-230 cots remain in Little House
and Euler/Leupold.
"My plan is to replace most or all
of those in the summer of 1998,"
said John Thompson, Director of
Housing. However, he cannot guar-
antee that all will be replaced next
year.
Officials chose to start with
Bricker Residence because it was
the most cost effective per room.
"There were lines in every room
already," said Znotinas. "For some
of the older residences there isn't
enough electrical circuits, and we'd
have to pull new electricals into
every room. That's not a trivial
expenditure."
The decision to improve Bricker
was made by the President's Group,
composed of Andrew Berczi, Lorna
Marsden, and Roland Smith, and
was included as part of Laurier's
Long Range Enrollment Plan
(LREP).
The background to the LREP
states: "Enrollment management
has several components involving
planning for residences which are
attractive to new students and
'wiring' of all buildings, including
residences, which is essential in
today's market for students."
Thompson said Bricker received
about the same number of first
choice applicants as last year.
"It [internet access] might have
influenced a few students," said
Thompson.
But is making Bricker internet
ready more important than replac-
ing the remaining residence beds if
it only influences a few students? A
"Itcomes downto
number of students think priorities
should be established.
"[People in Bricker] already
have enough fringe benefits as it is.
The cots strain your neck and back,
and they're too short," said Cindy
Choi, a resident in Euler who is cur-
rently sleeping on a cot. "The priori-
ty should be people's health. Bricker
could have waited another year."
"I'd be perfectly willing to make
the sacrifice to give people real
beds," said Ross Bullen, a Bricker
resident without an internet sub-
scription. "It comes down to luxu-
ries versus essentials."
"I agree that luxuries should be
a second priority. Beds are more
important," added Kim Duffner,
also a Bricker resident, who will be
getting internet shortly.
Other students feel differently.
"They're okay. I'm pretty short,
but I can imagine some people
would hang off of them," said Euler
resident, Emily Hager.
Linda Chan, also an Euler resi-
dent, had no complaints. "I think it's
fine. It's nice and soft."
Installing internet services in
other residences is very much a pri-
ority according to Bilyea, but if it
can be done at less of a cost.
"I think it's an exciting project. I
hope it goes well," said Znotinas. "I
certainly think it's the way things
will be going."
More and more students are
coming to university with comput-
ers. Znotinas pointed out that resi-
dence Dons estimate the number to
be 50 - 75%.
Enhanced marketing to first
year students on the internet option
at Bricker was sent out.
Subscription to the service is still
quite small - about 100 out of 300
students according to Znotinas -
because it is still new.
A number of universities have
moved towards installing internet in
residences, but none have full stu-
dent subscription. Queen's
University went completely on-line
last summer at a cost of $3.6 mil-
lion; they boast a 50% acceptance
rate. Some universities such as
Toronto and Windsor, however,
have subscription rates around the
3% and 8% marks, respectively.
What about non-residence stu-
dents who frequently complain
about machl and slow email ser-
vice? Would the money have been
better spent on upgrading a service
the entire school uses?
To upgrade the university email
server and make it faster would
cost approximately $120,000 -
$125,000, said Znotinas. This pro-
ject has already been started, but
she pointed out that the money ded-
icated to Bricker would not have
been available to Computing and
Communication Services anyway,
since it was an Ancillary Services
project.
Pizza by the mile
TOBY STODDART
CordNews
1 A world-record-setting pizza
| brought frosh week to a close for
1 3000 UW students on Saturday,
| and set a new precedent in the
1 world oftake-out food.
The record for the world's
I longest pizza, as measured byI contractors on the scene, will
| stand at 134feet by 3 feet. There
I was no previous record for the
| longest pizza.
Gino's Pizza, located at
I University Plaza, now proudly dis--1 plays a sign above the door,
| declaring the shop "Home of the
I World's longest Pizza"
The Guinness Book of World
1 Records does not send represen-
! tatives to most events themselves.
! It is up to the community to sub-
| stantiate claims and provide phys-
jj ical proof such as photographs
| and newspaper clippings.
Waterloo Mayor Bryan
I Tltrnbull appeared to sign a docu-
t ment that made the event official
| and to cut the first slice. The pizza
\ was promptly devoured by hun-
| gry UW frosh. evoking rounds of
chants in praise ofGino's.
The front window at Gino's
had to be removed to accommo-
date the pizza, which was slowly
fed through the oven, placed on
boards, and conveyed along 150
feet of metalrollers.
Gino's staff began preparing
the pizza before UW frosh
arrived, and completed the pro-
ject justbefore 1.*OO p.m.
TTiere were several disgrun-
tled visitors to the plaza, because
the crowd, the noise, and the
pizza itself made the area incon-
venient for shoppers for almost
five hours. On the whole, howev-
er, the day was a tremendous suc-
cess.
Steve Hamoen, who co-ordi-
nated the event along with
Tommy Radisic of Gino's, was
enthusiastic about the morning's
outcome. Hamoen said that the
event may became an annual tra-
dition.
"We hope to break our own
record each year," Hamoen said.
"Maybe we'll try for two hundred
feet next year, and so on. Who
knows how big this can getl"
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On paper; it would appear that |
new money was being funneled |
into student aid when in fact the 112
University would not be contribut- §
ing the full amount of money as
required by the Ontario govern- |
ment. §
On July 18tli. meeting with Dr. |
Lorna Marsden, the former uni- |
versity President, Dr. Robin |
Armstrong, the acting VP: Finance |
and Administration, and Bob 1
1
Byron, Senior Assistant to the 1
Acting VP: Finance and |
Administration, VVong directly |
asked, "Will there be an additional I
$670,000 contributed to student |
aid." All three administrators said, |
"yes-" |
More than three weeks later, |
Wong received an unsigned memo §
from Annstrong and Byron which |
was suppose to confirm the results |
of the previous meeting. The infor- |
mation in the document merely |
repeated the original figures which g
had caused the Union concern.
"1 truly felt the University |
Administration was playing a shell I
game with me," said VVong, "so |
that they could stay within the 1
budget passed by the [Board of |
Governors] in April."
"1 can assure [the Union] and \
the students that there was no I
shell game being played at all. It I
was a learning experience," Wong |
said. 1
"What we started out to do \
was, 1 guess, justify what had \
already been presented—assum- 112
ing of course that was the right 112
thing to do and that there was a |
reason and a rationale for it."
Suddenly, on August 20th, |
there was a complete turn around.
In a memo, signed by Dr. \
Armstrong, it was stated to at an I
additional $526 698 was funneled |
into student aid. Pauline Dclion, I
Director of Student Awards, con- j
firmed the new figures.
"We eventually hit a wall," \
Wong said. "[We said] lets go back j
and put everything else aside....
lhat's when we took our own ini- i
tiative and started from scratch....
Let's go back and start our own |
process. That's when it essentially j
went from night to day."
"I...demanded and confirmed
that the money was for bu~Saries
only," said Wong. Furthermore,
funding for Class Assistants,
Proctors, etc., will no longer
require a document declaring
financial need.
"Although I did become
annoyed with the length of time it i
took, I appreciate the efforts of the j
Finance and Administration staff i
to assist me in solving this prob- j
lem," said Wong. "In particular, I j
must thank Mr. Bob Byron who j
was my liaison to administration j
throughout this process."
"I give full marks to Stewart for j
raising the Issues," Byron said.
"1 do wonder who put this j
scheme together which mandated
that student programs would be
paid out of student aid," Wong
said. "I see it as deceiving and
completely contrary to what the
government had mandated.'"
So, I think one of the realities,
and this might not be a good
answer to the question—you should
ask it again a few months down the
road—I think Laurier hangs its hat
right now on a very student cen-
tered, people centered campus,
with very high quality service....l
think that is all very good and
maybe that is the niche.
Change is okay if change is for a
purpose. I was being interviewed by
a person who attended a very small
[American] liberal arts college
[$24,000 (US) tuition, 8 to 1 stu-
dent/faculty ratio]. If you were to
look for a publicly funded university
in Ontario that would look the clos-
est to being one of those institutions:
student centered, heavy focus on
teaching, research, but research in
the context of giving the students a
research experience. Laurier would
be pretty close to that. Now what is
different is the fact that because we
are publicly funded you can't have
the 8 to 1 student/faculty ratio. So,
you've got a higher student/faculty
ratio, but in terms ofthe educational
experience it similar.
1 am not convinced right now
that that's not the niche were in and
we have to pay some attention to
the external market. Laurier doesn't
want take a back seat to the rest of
the system. So, we can see what the
rest of the system is going to do to
some extent.
So, I'm not one that has any pre-
conceived notions that the place
should be three time larger, it might
be better to stay relatively where it
is. That doesn't mean we won't
develop new programs, but the sort
of feeling I get is pretty positive
about Laurier. So, "If its not broken
don't fix it."
What sort of plan do you have to
come to the conclusion as to what
will be the niche?
Somehow the community, the
Laurier community, the broader
community has to participate in that
exercise. There are universities that
use several different approaches.
I'm not sure what is the best
approach here. That's one of the
first things I want to go over in the
next month, is explore in fact what
approach we might use to develop
that sort of comprehensive direc-
tion. It can go all the way from—
I've seen some universities where
Presidents sat in the office and
wrote a report and published it and
that was the direction. That gener-
ally doesn't go over too well.
The other approach is to have
total—put an ad in the paper, ask
for ideas, or go have a variety of
open townhall meetings. I think
probably the most useful approach
would be somewhere in the middle.
One of the models I have thought
about, and that has been used in
some places, is perhaps have the
Deans prepare from their faculty a
visionary statement where their fac-
ulty is going to go and maybe have
the Vice-president Academic com-
ment on those plans, but comment
more publicly—all the plans would
be shared with the broader commu-
nity.
It isn't necessary that all parts of
the university evolve in a similar
direction. There can be more
growth in some areas, more spe-
cialization in some areas than oth-
ers. I think one of the more interest-
ing things will be to come to grips
fairly early on —not with what is the
product of this exercise but how we
go about it.
Recent trends in government
grants have placed an emphasis on
research program in science and
technology. How do you expect
WLU, under your leadership, to rep-
resent these trends?
One of the frustrations of how
the outside world and governments
judgeresearch intensity at a univer-
sity is they'll do it by measuring the
amount of money that comes into
an organization. They compare the
amount of research money to the
total budget.
That's really unfair to the Social
Sciences and the Humanities
because generally the amount of
research money needed for a pro-
ject in the science areas is the big
bucks. So, when you measure
research intensity, it really penalizes
an institution like Laurier.
On the other hand if you mea-
sured output, if you measured pro-
ductivity, publications, citations, and
the research output, I think laurier
would stand in pretty good stead.
But, you know, The Challenge
Fund that Ontario is setting up, it
will be for more than sciences, so
there will be opportunities. It'll be a
struggle. Laurier's got a small sci-
ence component but it has the
potential for growth and some of
the faculty members did very well
this year in their Insert grants for
the first time. I think there will be
opportunities for Laurier to partici-
pate, but we are going to have to
get more, we're going to have to get
out there and fight for our share. I
would like to see more output dri-
ven assessment of research rather
than just defining success by the
amount ofmoney you bring in.
News Bites
BetterLatethan never
I Atlanta may have received the
j centenary Olympics, beating out
j the emotional favourite, Athens,
I but the birthplace of the Olympic
| games will once again be visited
I by the mammoth sports festival
On Saturday, the lOC voted,
I most convincingly, to stage the
| first gamesofthe new mfllennium
| in Athens. Beating out Rome,
I Stockholm, Cape Town, and
I Buenos Aires, Greek officials were
1 quick to assure the committee
1 that the crass commercialism
which characterized the Atlanta
Games was not going to be per-
I milled.
Lights,
camera,...
The Toronto Film Festival is in Ml
swing.
Opening on the fourth with
Atom Egoyan's latest, The Sweet
Hereafter, the festival boasts an
impressive line-up: The Edge star-
ring Sir Anthony Hopkins, Alec
Baldwin, and EUe Macpherson;
Spike Lee's latest, a documentary
entitled 4 little Girls; Seven Years
in Tibet starring Brad Pitt; and the
latest from Kids director,
Harmony Korine.
A plethora of domestic product
is also included as part ofthe festi-
val's Perspectives Canada pro-
gram.
I tllllllcll v
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guide to business education i
in Canada ever published.
Features in-depth profiles of 49 ,
business schools with answers to such ,
important questions as: Which school , A r
is the best for finance, entrepreneur- I Vi LJ jT% /"% | f** j
ship, accounting, co-op, or general j "iv/ \J J 1
management? Which grads com- I s 8 '' ' • •- i *
mand the highest starting salaries? i
Who has the best reputation? and I ~ * * I
What is campus life like? This books - ?># 4 j
tells you how Canada's 31 MBA, 11 ><<-*'
Executive MBA, 16 PhD , and 49 |
undergrad programs stack up. lnd,liJe .. th UD j
i pro -m (;„u, iJ<i:
Canadian Business Guide to Business Schools
~
—
Rebecca Carpenter
ISBN 0-17-607293-4 $24.95
Overall, an excellent comparison
of Canadian business schools.
Available at the You must read this book ifyou are
University bookstore. interested in a career in business!"
Daphne Stevens, Director, Career Services,
1(T)P Nelson Richard Ivey School of Business, University of
— ' ' Western Ontario
Directly Across From WLU
Monday Night Wing Special
5 pm - 1 am
Vt lb. burger Sunday Night
£ fries special spm -1 am
lunch Specials
4A 95 includes choice of
• soup, salad or fries
Monday - Friday 'til 3:30 pm
Thursday Night Wing Special
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'til 2am p3
363 Days a Year
ICRP could mean payback for students
BETH MULLEN
CordNews
Debt used to be a term traditionally
associated with provincial and
national economic mistakes.
With average tuition hikes of
45% since 1993, debt is becoming
an increasingly familiar phrase for
Canadian university students. In an
attempt to assist students with their
debt loads, the government has
announced the Income Contingent
Repayment Plan (ICRP) loans
scheme.
This plan legislates loan repay-
ment based on a student's income
after graduation, rather than the
current fixed payment system.
This would mean that students
with lower incomes after university
would have longer to repay their
loans for their post-secondary edu-
cation.
The program is set to be intro-
duced by September 1998.
According to the Ontario
Undergraduate Student Alliance
(OUSA) that represents over 40% of
Ontario's undergraduate students,
the plan will only increase the cost
of education, without dealing with
record-high tuition and debt loads.
"Now people are focusing
between deabt load and debt man-
agement. We must focus on debt
reduction," said Meagan Brown,
Students' Union Vice-President:
University Affairs and Laurier's con-
nection to OUSA.
Kristy Buchanan, a first year
Laurier student, believes that the
current problems with Ontario's
loan system should be addressed
first, before a new plan is put in
place.
Problems cited include funding,
accessibility and background
checks.
"A change in the system is defi-
nitely needed, just maybe not this
one right now," Buchanan said.
"Some people who need money for
university aren't getting enough or
aren't getting it at all. We have to
make sure people are getting the
money they need before we worry
about them paying it back. "
The effects of this program will
be felt throughout Ontario universi-
ties.
"This announcement reveals a
complete lack of support for young
people facing an unemployment
rate of over 20%," said Kim
Radbourne, a University of Guelph
student.
"This loans scheme doesn't help
me, it just means that I will have to
pay more and for a much longer
period of time."
The Canadian Federation of
Students sees this plan as a regres-
sive form ofaid because of the long-
term debt.
But it is also just one more dis-
couraging factor for those applying
to university for the first time.
As a university degree is becom-
ing more and more of a necessity to
succeed in today's advancing tech-
nological society, it is simultaneously
becoming more difficult for students
to even enter university due to the
rising costs of paying immediately or
with interest, 10 years down the
road.
"If the government was really
concerned about student debt loads,
it would stop increasing tuition
fees," said Wayne Poirier, the
Ontario Chairperson of CFS.
"Loans just shift debt onto the
shoulders of graduating students.
Loans don'treduce student debt and
will not improve accessibility to
post-secondary institutions".
In light of the latest grim
Canadian statistics - student debt
loads being higher than those in the
United States, a drop in university
applicants and a student unemploy-
ment rate of 20% - the Canadian
Federation of Students is aiming to
fight the governments ICRP plan
and acquire a higher Education Act.
Contrary to the federal govern-
ment's beliefs, CFS claims that this
suggestion would mean a more
accessible and better planned sys-
tem of post secondary education in
Canada.
Cord ranks high in usage test
JEROMY LLOYD
CordNews
A recent survey of over two hun-
dred WLU students concluded that
while most existing campus ser-
vices were well-used and of high
quality there is still room for
improvement.
The survey, conducted by
Ancillary Services and the Students'
Union, asked participants to gauge
the quality of services ranging from
Foot Patrol to Wilfs Take Out, and
the frequency with whicH they
were used.
Overall, the Bookstore ranked
highest with a 97.7% usage score,
with The Cord, Centre Spot,
Concourse Vendors, and Will's also
ranking in the top five.
It seems, however, that.many
students do not use the full range of
provisions that Ancillary Services
has to offer. Peer Help line received
a 0% usage score and the Hawk's
Nest also had a poor showing, plac-
ing fourth on the least used list
The report also showed that
some service providers were given
high quality scores, but were not
used very often. Such was the case
with the Peer Help Line which
received a value rating of4 out of 5
(5 being excellent).
Marketing will be the key strate-
gy for service providers that have a
perceived high value, but low fre-
quency of use such as the film
developing, dry cleaning service,
and video rental according to the
surveyreport.
In terms of improving services,
many people showed interest in an
on-campus pharmacy and an off-
campus internet package. Students
also suggested full-service banking
machines, more meal card variety,
and an on-campus grocery store.
The survey summary noted that
efforts to broaden the scope of
Ancillary Services would be part of
a long-range plan to develop strate-
gies within the school's "limited
space and resources."
Cliff Bilyea, Director of Ancillary
Services, stated that both he and
Student Union President, Stewart
Wong, would be working hand in
hand to develop business plans to
determine the validity of future
additions to services.
The survey was created by
Bilyea and his department to estab-
lish "benchmarks" for assessing
current services and for future sur-
vey comparisons. This will enable
focus groups to guage progress of
the comingyears.
The survey, Bilyea said, was also
a means of congratulating the effec-
tive groups for a jobwell done.
Quality scores were measured
on a five point scale and all groups
that ranked lower than four will be
encouraged to examine their cur-
rent business practices and study
their effectiveness.
In general however, Bilyea was
pleased with both the survey's
results and with the participation
level of students.
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Gary Lambert, and looking at mod-
els and deadlines, Freeborn said "I
already knew that we couldn't
resolve it totally and completely with
the computer system we had."
Windsor model
The model Freeborn decided on
was similar to one that has been in
use at the University of Windsor for
about a decade. It appealed to her
because it meant billing could occur
as early as the first of July, "which is
something that is absolutely impos-
sible with the system that we've got
now."
Impossible because of Laurier's
"enormously complicated fee struc-
ture," said Freeborn. "Probably the
most complex fee structure that I've
been able to find in any university
calendar right now."
But all this one-person decision
making doesn't sit well with Dean
McMurray, who was Windsor's
Dean of University Services at the
time oftheir billing change a decade
ago.
"I can't imagine providing a ser-
vice for students without students
being part of the decision," said
McMurray.
"It's putting students out at this
point in time [even though] the
University may expect that they'll be
more efficient in the billing process."
Nevertheless, McMurray said,
the Business Office may run into
more problems than they anticipate
in managing the system, including
"errors, double-billings, [and] cor-
rections," as Windsor had found in
the early stages of its change.
"Within the month, problems are
going to surface," said McMurray.
No checking
But Freeborn said there will be
no "checking" of students' forms,
leaving some, including Wong, curi-
ous as to how students, parents and
the administration will know how
much its bill-payers really owfc.
"I guess we're testing the water
now," said Wong.
"It's a little overwhelming, isn't
it?" McMurray asked as he flipped
through the foolscap fee sheet and
the calculations sheet.
One 4th year English student,
who asked to remain anonymous,
expressed a similar sense of confu-
sion. "I considered myself a 'smart
person, and yet I'm confident I
made a mistake doing it."
Nevertheless, McMurray said
that at Windsor, "there was a
greater appreciation of fees [and]
some problems and some concerns
about the cost the students were
paying," from incidental fees to
Students' Union fees.
Technology
"The perception from students,"
said Wong, "is that we're going back
in time" with this billing system.
"This isn't a long-term solution,"
McMurray said. "I think the long-
term solution is to utilize the tech-
nology that's available. It becomes a
funding question. It's very expensive
to go on-line and to automate... We
have some very good processes in
place ... but they're decentralized."
McMurray suggested that a solu-
tion may be to centralize the func-
tions of all facets ofLaurier's admin-
istration, from the Housing Office to
the Registrar's Office, to the
Business Office, to Student Awards,
for the purpose of creating a more
efficient entity, through technology.
This, however, is expensive and
requires a good deal of staff train-
ing, McMurray noted.
Negative reaction
"I think it's stupid because they
send you the bill later," said 4th year
Honours Business and Theatre
minor student, Conor McCreary. "It's
extra work."
McMurray's office has already
received several calls from students
asking about the change, and he
expects to receive more in the fol-
lowing weeks.
The role of this position is to
facilitate this type of administrative
change, McMurray said.
Wong also said several student
complaints have come through the
Students' Union about the billing
change. "If there are more com-
plaints, 111 pursue it."
And the Business Office?
Said Freeborn, "We've had an
enormous amount of interaction
with people — people calling saying
'I don't understand this,' or 'where
can I get information?' or 'how do I
find outabout this?'."
This interaction, she said, has
"given [the Business Office] a real
good feeling about the things that
we've missed, the things we can do
better and how to make it simpler
for people to figure 0ut.... The form
itself is gong to get an overhaul
based on the questions we have this
year."
Freeborn said the shortness of
time between mailings and due
dates were a large problem last
year.
"When we started reviewing the
process," she said, "we found that
we couldn't do it because there are
too many pieces that have to fit
together to make it possible for us to
do an accurate, or even reasonably
accurate, billing."
This accuracy, said Freeborn,
"simply is not possible with the cycle
that exists," which includes obtain-
ing information from the Housing
Office and the Students' Union.
"What we found was happening
was that we'd send out a bill in
August and it wasn't reflective of
what a student intended to do and
they would either send us an incor-
rect amount - or not inform the
appropriate people - and then their
next bill would show that the fees
were still there. People were phon-
ing and complaining constantly that
their account wasn't accurate...."
Making matters worse for the
Business Office this summer were
several staff loses.
"We've had people with crises.
We've had emergency surgery, we
had somebody have to leave unex-
pectedly for maternity leave, so
essentially for the month of August
we operated on two-thirds of our
staff"
Nevertheless, Freeborn stresses
that these staff loses only affected
"how quickly we were able to
respond to people's telephone calls,"
and "did not play a factor in the
decision to do what we did — that
was made well ahead of that point
in time."
September statement
"The statement that you get at
the end of September," said
Freeborn, "will be an accurate
reflection of everything that's hap-
pened to your account up to ... the
final day to add courses." It will
include your payments and charges
for the fall term.
The new process, however, is
seen by some students as more vin-
dictive than fair.
"I wanna meet the mean-
scheme person that comes up with
these things," McCreary said. "This
is another example of how ... cheap
the university is."
No matter how much confusion
the new system has created "we're
trying to make it more fair" for the
students, Freeborn said.
Vocal Cord
What do you think of the Business Office's
new invoicing system?
"I think the Business Office employees are lazy"
Jason Sachs; 4th yr. Sociology
"I find it a little confusing. I didntknow ifI was paying the right amount"
Kathryn Bahun; 2nd yr. Archaeology and Religion & Culture
| "I think ifwe are paying this much money they should tell us how much
we owe."
Trevor Willis; 2nd yr. Economics
"With a 14%tuition, I think that extra money should to hiring staff"
Usa Rupperrthal; 4th year Phys. Ed.
cordnews
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"Production God" Paul McLean, Beth Mullen, Maire
Mardelle, Conor McCreery, Sam Varteniuk, Craig
White, stinky fixer solution, Scott Elgie, James Muir,
Michelle Regan, wacky cake, Toby Stoddart, some real-
ly cloudy pictures, Lynn Pauli, Scary Spice, Lori
Dysivick, Christopher Arnold Pounds, a clueless Argus
EIC, Caeser Martini, screwy ad sizes, Brenda Vrkljan, a
lot of over-priced Second Cup coffee, Jeremy Lloyd, Chi-
nese fans, Tina Tam, crashing computers, and way too
much stress. K.
PS Dear reader, this paper literally was made from the
blood, sweat, and sometimes tears of our Cord staff.
Watch for an improvement in the look of The Cord
soon as our paper will be getting new equipment. In
the meantime, thanks to an the Cordies who are
patiently putting up with ali of production's "little" prob-
lems.
CORD OPINION
Cord Editorial
Freedom ofthe press
and the right to privacy
Lady Diana's death raises questions of media ethics
In the wake of Princess Dianas death, I
have been thinking a lot about the differ-
ence between freedom of the press and
invasion of privacy, as well as contemplat-
ing the obsession our society has with
celebrities. A Globe and Mail article in
Fridays paper by Rick Salutin was what
started me on these thoughts.
Apparently, a CBC radio host berated a
caller who asked why the death of the
man driving the car wasn't newsworthy.
The host made it clear that "... people with
'celebrity rank' get bigger treatment." The
host stilted: "(Dianai is a world celebrity,
it's not the same as a private person... " I
found those comments upsetting.
To me, no one person's life (or death,
for that matter) is more important than
someone else's. While I'm sure this was
not what the radio host was implying, I
certainly hope no one was listening who
had lost a loved one of their own that
night.
Here's where I need to clarify, though: 1
am upset by Diana's death. My respect for
her is great, because she knew how to use
her celebrity for worthwhile causes. I have
no admiration for her because of her sta-
tus - my admiration stems from what she
was able to do with that status. I like many
celebrities, and she was but one.
Harrison Ford I like because I think
he's a line actor and 1 U*uly admire him for
protecting his private life from the media.
Alicia Silverstone I like not just because
I'm a guy, but because I am impressed that
she has produced a movie at age 19. But
you know what? I don't care about their
private lives. To me, these people are not
larger-than-life. They are human, and
while they get more attention than you
and me, I don't think they can be classified
as more important. Important, to be sure,
but not more important.
The problem is, tabloid journalism
would have you believe, that these people
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are more important, so important, in fact,
that it becomes necessary to tarnish their
reputations with ridiculous stories.
Whether the aim of these stories is to
bring these "perfect people" down to earth
(which frankly, I don't believe) or whether
it's to curb societal jealousy (jealousy is
much different than envy, remember), the
result is the same: someone is humiliated. I
admired Diana for her ability to cope with
the continual media barrage, and though I
don't condone violence by any means, 1
can almost sympathize with Alec Baldwin
and his reasoning behind punching a
(very) rude and invasive photographer.
As much as we admire celebrities, we
take forgranted the existence of our own
privacy.
I have never purchased a tabloid mag-
azine, and I certainly never will - before
this incident I just wasn't interested, now
I'm boycotting. While I do find it somewhat
ironic that many of the people who are
currently lashing out at tabloid journalism
are devoted tabloid readers, I'm sure they
(like me) didn't fully understand the awful
extents to which journalists and photogra-
phers will go to get a story or picture. Now
that I understand fully, I hope others will
too.
Society as a whole is to blame for this
senseless death - not just the 10 photogra-
phers in custody.
The public puts celebrities on the
pedestal, the media writes the stories the
public wants to read and takes the pic-
tures the public wants to see. We must
understand that no one person is so
important that we need to go chasing
them at high speeds just to get a picture of
their silhouette through a tinted car win-
dow.
Our society's obsession with celebrities
has obviously become too great. We all
need to accept a certain amount ofrespon-
sibility for what happened to Diana.
Though 10 specific people are in cus-
tody (and rightfully so), we must remem-
ber that they were doing a job we created
for them with our obsession.
Editorial by Tom Fuke
Assistant Sports Editor
The opinions expressed in this editorial are
those of the author, and do not necessarily
reflect those of the Cord Staff, the editorial
board, or Wilfrid Laurier University Student
Publications.
Letter To The Editor
A frosh package
s ock
Dear Editor,
I wish to express my disapproval of one
particular item I found in our frosh package
last week.
I feel the 'right to life' pamphlet has no
business being on our bundle.
Their propaganda sheet pretends to
offer 'services', as if they were an impartial
and unbiased counselling agency that
would offer any real help to person facing
an extremely tough decision, when instead,
as many of us already know, they are a
heavily religious movement serving their
own agenda by crusading for life every-
where, irregardless of quality of life.
Personally, I believe women should have
the right to choose whether it is appropriate
to terminate an unwanted pregnancy.
Ideally, we would all have planned in
advance to avoid such a dilemma, however,
even when such responsibility has been
exercised, things happen from time to time
that are unavoidable.
Ifa first year student were to find herself
pregnant, 1 would hope that she would
make an informed choice as to whether to
have the child or not.
At the end of the spectrum, death, 1 once
again totally disagree with this group's poli-
cies.
A pet-son or an animal that is suffering
terribly, and has no hope ofrecovery, should
not be made to suffer until it's 'natural
death', as they say it.
Let's face it, nature isn't pretty; nature is
a mass starvation, diseases, and lingering
deaths while being eaten by another ani-
mal.
As humans, I'd hope we could improve
on the wild world and use our brains to
determine when an assisted suicide is
appropriate.
Frankly, I was shocked to find this mate-
rial in our frosh package.
I do not believe that it is in the best
interests of this university's students, or
society in general, and I hope that the
organisers will screen such items with
greater care next year.
David Dunsmore
Letters Policy
• All letters must be signed and submitted with the
author's name, student identification number, and
telephone number.
• All letters will be printed with the author's name.
Letters can be printed without the author's name
only by permission of the Editor-in-Chief
• Letters must be received by Tuesday at noon for pub-
lication in that week's issue in print, on disk, or via e-
mail to: 22cord@ machl.wlu.ca
• Letters must be typed, double spaced and cannot
pvppprj words
• The Cord reserves the right to edit any letter.
Spelling and grammar will not be corrected.
• Tne Cord reserves the right to reject any letter; in
whole or in part, that is in violation of existing Cord
policies.
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Bitter Young Man
A nightmare on
University Avenue
B. YOUNGMAN
Cord Opinion
Picture this. The sky is dark and cloudy. The
rumbles ofthunder can be heard overhead, the
vulnerable student cautiously enters the room to
find a lone figure sitting at a desk. The student
approaches and tentatively hands some papers
to the awaiting outstretched gnarled claw
belonging to the "thing" behind the desk.
Seconds pass and in an evil demonic voice the
"thing" responds, "That class is full, but I will put
you on a waiting list." (cue typical evil bad guy
type laugh)
"Noooooooooooooo!!!!!!!!!!!" screams the stu-
dent. He was the latest of many victims to fall
prey to the registration monster.
Thursday September 4th. Registration day.
The kind of things that nightmares are made of.
Not to pick on the Office of the Registrar but I
have to ask what the hell is their problem? For
two years in a row now they have totally, not
slightly, but TOTALLY fucked up my schedule.
So far I have been registered:
• for classes I have never even heard of nor
wanted.
• for classes that are at times that don't exist.
• and the ever classic, not being registered for a
class that I wanted and even though I pre-regis-
tered for it and they told me that I was in that
class way back in March, it seemed to missing
from my schedule in September!
I understand that yes it is a busy time with
6,000 students schedules to figure out. But why
do they consistently screw up my schedule?
At least I wasn't alone with my bad luck this
year. It seemed like the entire damn school had
to add or drop a course. Not even in the height
of Communist Russia were there line ups as bad
as they were on Thursday. I know that we joke
about "WLU, we line up," but that was fucking
ridiculous. In all actuality, I am writing this while
I stand in line to drop my forms off to the head
registrar type-person.
As well, what is their obsession with this pre-
cious pink registration form? It seems like you
can't go to the washroom without this thing.
Maybe they are scared that somebody off the
street will come by, figure out how to fill out an
Add/Drop form, stand in line for an hour to get
their name put on a waiting list justfor the laugh
of it? Yeah that must be it.
You know how the Registrar's Office charges
for every little thing. I ask you this: how long will
it take until the Registrar's Office starts charging
us for adding and dropping a course?
Believe it or not, a university is a lot like a
restaurant. Both are in the service industry and
have different parts such as: your food (the edu-
cation), your server (WLU's administration), and
the tip (alumni donations).
So far in my experiences at Laurier "The
foods been pretty good, but the service really
sucks!
Well what does this mean? Well lets just say
the tips not going at all unless the service
improves before the dessert (fourth year) comes.
cordopinion
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Watch for it.
Coming Soon.
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CORD INTERNATIONAL
ASEAN struggles
'Forging regional alliances and expansion despite
ecomonicand diplomatic turmoil"
HEATH APPLEBAUM
CordInternational
Until recently, the Association of
South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN)
was on a roll. Most of its nine mem-
bers were enjoying relative political
stability and booming economic
growth rates that were the envy of
the world. Rising prosperity had
helped to bring the regional alliance
increasing influence and interna-
tional respect, enhanced by impres-
sive diplomatic developments.
These achievements have been
reinforced by a renewed process of
regional reconciliation, inviting
Vietnam and the addition in July of
Laos and Burma as the latest mem-
bers of the club to encourage freer
trade across borders and enhanced
multilateral cooperation.
Despite these achievements,
however, ASEAN seems to be losing
its momentum as Thailand now
teeters on the brink of economic cat-
astrophe despite massive cash infu-
sions from the International
Monetary Fund. In addition to this,
Cambodia must now come to grips
with ex-Communist party leader
Thepress
Hun Sen whose private militia
orchestrated a coup in July of this
year unilaterally assuming political
and economic control of the entire
country, installing a one-party dicta-
torship by force.
The coup in Cambodia has
resulted in a seemingly temporary
delay in that country's membership
to ASEAN, a major setback for the
organization and vindication of
politicians who gave warning that
rapid ASEAN expansion would risk
a loss of cohesiveness. Traces of the
old battle-lines that divided the
region in the past have re-emerged
and doubts have been raised over
the stability of the entire Pacific Rim.
The ASEAN membership, how-
ever, has no desire to see conflict
over Cambodia's admittance again
divide South-East Asia, indicating
that it will only be a matter of time
before the new regime will gain
gradual acceptance in the region.
Hun Sen's firm grip on the estab-
lishment and local power base is
likely to overshadow muffled
reports that his military forces have
tortured and murdered about 40 of
his political opponents who have
dared to showresistance.
Interesting enough, it is here in
the West where opposition to the
coup has wavered most and the
press has been overwhelmingly
apathetic to blatant human rights
offenses and complete disregard for
freedom of the press or democratic
process. Even as ASEAN was trying
to broker a settlement, the United
States and Japan suggested that
they might accept the coup due to
the "convincing military victory" and
apparent domestic outcry for politi-
cal change within Cambodiafe popu-
lace.
While ASEAN's divisions over
Cambodia may soon be papered
over and coverage by the interna-
tional press drifts off the front page,
other problems created by ASEAN
expansion may be far more difficult
to disguise. Plainly stated, trade is
what makes Asia's world turn
'round and as leaders must now
accept that the poverty of new
member states will "slow down the
ASEAN economic machine down,"
their bureaucracies will find it even
harder to cope with ASEAN's
plethora of acronym-infested com-
mittees.
So, just as some of its members
are having to rethink fundamental
economic policy reform, it may be
time to question ASEAN's "cardinal
principle" of non-interference in one
anothers' internal affairs for the
sake of regional security and stabili-
ty of foreign investment, the
lifeblood ofSouth-East Asia.
Nevertheless, ASEAN argues that
these drawbacks are trivial com-
pared with the grand design of unit-
ing South-East Asia under one
umbrella. Only time will tell what
the future may hold.
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CORD GENERAL MEETING I
1 EVERY FRIDAY AT 2:30 P.M.
j IN THE CORD OFFICES j
~~l£^
We've got you coming... ...and going.
And we'll keep you coming and going all year with regular return departures at student discount prices. |
from Kitchener/Waterloo to:
Toronto $22 Belleville $46 London $18 Sudbury $96
Guelph $10 Peterborough $40 Ottawa $85 J
Other discounted destinations available. Check with your Greyhound Agent.
Price does not include G.S.T.
Surf to www.greyhound.ca
Pick-up service to Toronto at Frank C. Peters Building (on University Ave.) and the Athletic Complex (on King St.)
at the Kitchener Transit Bays (Flag-Stops). Drop-off service also available.
"TRAVELCUTS Greyl I
Student Union Building, 3rd Floor 886-8228 15 Charles Street West 741 -2600
Hostel la vista baby
CONOR MCCREERY
Cord International
I'll admit it, before my mini-trip to
the States this summer, I was pretty
skeptical about hostels. Sure I had
heard good stories about magical
places where back packing youths
could meet up, eat a meal, and have
a place to sleep, ail for a very rea-
sonable Gingerbread house, and
that house that fell on the wicked
witch of the west.
So, it was with a little fear that I
agreed to travel to New York and
New Orleans with my friend Bik.
Fearful, because we agreed to stay
in hostels, it only made sense seeing
as we had limited funds, and even
with the work we put in, our flights
would not be cheap.
A
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Actually, I wasn't all that scared,
I was just a little unsure what we'd
find. 15 people to a room perhaps,
one shower for a building, rough
neighbourhoods, with local thugs
just waiting for the fresh meat?
Well, none of that really hap-
pened on our stay. In fact I would
strongly recommend hostels to any
traveller, either in North America or
abroad.
Keep in mind however, that hos-
tels can vary tremendously from
country to country, and even city to
city, so care can be taken when
planning on spending time in hos-
tels. Generally, only book for a night
first to see ifyou like the place. Most
hostels do not accept reservations
and as such will let you stay as long
as you want. The problem with no
firm reservations is it means that
you may be unable to get into the
hostel you desire, so try to have an
alternate place to stay.
The Internet is (surprise, sur-
prise) a useful source. Most cities
will have a list of what hostels they
have, and some even rate them. At
the very least you should be able to
get a phone number and/or an e-
mail address for hostels in the area
that you want.
Now, for some specifics of our
trip. In New York, Bik and I stayed
in two hostels: The Chelsea and The
Gershwin. The Chelsea is located at
7th Ave. and West 20th Street. It
might be a little out of the way but it
is well within walking distance of
Times Square, Soho, Greenwich
Village, and the East Village. The
Chelsea is also located right across
from a police station, to add an
extra feeling of comfort. Of course
the cops did nothing about the guy
who was puking outside my window
at 3:30 a.m., but I suppose in New
York they probably have something
called real crime to deal with.
The Chelsea cost $20 a night.
For that you received a bunk in a
room. You also got a locker (lock not
included), and access to the kitchen,
common room, and courtyard. The
Chelsea, like most hostels also has a
big storage room for you to keep
your things in case you plan to be
away from the hostel after check-
out time (2 p.m.). This means that
you can leave your big bag at the
hostel, tool around town, and then
come back ,at say 8 p.m., to pick up
vour stuffand then head to another
city or where ever.
The Chelsea had a shower and
toilet to be shared by eight people,
which was O.K. Each room also had
a wash basin. The staff at The
Chelsea were fairly friendly. This
attitude was helped by the free beer
The Chelsea provides on Sunday
evenings and free beer and pizza
given out on Wednesday's.
After a few days in New York,
Bik decided that he would like to try
The Gershwin. The Gershwin hostel
was a few floors of the Gershwin
Hotel, located at sth Ave. and East
23rd.
The Gershwin was also $20 a
night, however their setup was dif-
ferent. Each room contained six
bunks and the rooms were co-ed (a
fact that I was alerted to by the pres-
ence of a gorgeous French girl, com-
ing out of our bathroom wearing a
towel - travelling is rough huh?).
The problem here was that the
bunks were not assigned, so Bik and
1 were forced to switch bunks twice
in two nights. The lockers were also
not as conviently located, but then
again The Gershwin had live music
downstairs. All in all the patrons
were not as friendly at The
Gershwin as they were at The
Chelsea.
After this Bik and I flew to N'awl-
ins (New Orleans) where we stayed
in the India House. At the India
House Bik and I coughed up the
extra two bucks each to get a pri-
vate room (total cost $12 a night).
India House was quite nice, they
had a large common room with a
big TV, a pool, and 75c beer, as well
as a farily large kitchen. Also at the
India House they had two BBQ's in
the five days we were there. For
four bucks you got a large meal.
The people at India House were
super. They were easily the most
friendly we had met on our trip. The
staff was great, most were travellers
worked at the hostel in exchange for
room and board. Apparently a lot of
travellers work at hostels and cross
a country or continent that way.
Some general tips for hostel
dwelling: 1) Be very careful with
valuables; as stuff does get stolen. 2)
Make sure you have a passport;
many hostels do not let natives of
the country stay in them. 3) Be out-
going; the people who stay in hostels
are for the most part very friendly
and are easy to meet. 4) Try not to
be arrving at a hostel late at
night/early in the morning - not all
hostels have 24 hour desks, and you
are a lot less likely to find a free
room at 3 in the morning than you
are at 3 in the afternoon. 5) Always
try to have a back-up place to stay;
that way, if a hostel is full you won't
be stuck on the streets. But most of
all have fun.
Hostels are a cheap way to help
you see an area and they are
wicked fun as well. So if you are
considering a trip 1 would recom-
mend looking into staying at hostels.
With a little research you really can't
go wrong. Especially at $12 bucks a
night!
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CORD STUDENT LIFE
Take note of taking notes
A guide to making good use ofyour lecture time
LORNA HISCOCK
CordStudentLife
One key to your success at universi-
ty is learning to take great lecture
notes. During high school, taking
class notes was easy. There were
hand-outs, overheads that were up
long enough to copy all the informa-
tion down, and teachers who wrote
slowly on the board so that we could
get all the details.
However, at university, things are
not as simple as this. Professors
scrawl math equations hastily on
the board and you have two choices:
listen to the lecture or decipher the
writing on the board and transcribe
it to your notes. Either way, you're
going to miss something. Your main
job is to miss as little as possible.
First, come to class prepared.
Have a pen, pencil, paper, calcula-
tor, and whatever it is you need for
that class. And for goodness sake,
buy a textbook and bring it. 1 under-
stand that it is heavy, takes up too
much room, and we're lucky you
even came to class — but you won't
get far without it. Be creative — bar-
gain with the person who sits next
to you and bring the book on alter-
nate days.
Try to resist the urge to eat dur-
ing class. You should know by now
that your professor will state the
secret to life just when your fingers
are covered in greasy stains. There's
nothing worse than having choco-
late smears on your note pages any-
way — you're never quite sure
exactly whatit is.
When you are lucky enough to
be presented with an overhead or
computer image, quickly scan the
page and copy down the main
points. Your professor will c6ntinue
to talk and take the overhead/Image
away before you even get half way
down the page if you insist on writ-
ing it all down. Try to listen to what
the professor is pointing out on the
image/overhead — those will most
likely be the important points to take
note of.
Pay attention to how the profes-
sor is talking. If he suddenly has a
lot of energy or his voice gets louder,
he is making a statement to take
note of. Hand gestures can also be
an indicator.
Don't write things down that you
already know. If you've remem-
bered since grade 5 science that the
earth is the third planet from the
sun, you're not going to forget it
before the exam.
Jot notes in the margin highlight-
ing the really important points or a
brief summary of the section you've
written. Later, when you look back,
you'll be able to quickly identify the
areas that need review. It is also
great for reference when trying to
complete assignments. Looking
through fifty pages for the theory of
relativity is too much of a hassle
when you could easily scan the side
of the page for the location.
Bring an assortment of writing
tools. Highlighters, red pens, pencils,
or different coloured inks will focus
your attention quickly. Bright stars,
arrows, or other indicators will also
work.
Remember that your professors
are not trying to screw you over.
They have to present a certain
amount of material to you and often
that means breezing through many
things. If you are really having a
hard time, ask the professor to slow
down or torepeat an especially diffi-
cult concept.
Use the textbook to supplement
the lecture. Often, everything you
need to know is printed there —
that's why it was chosen. Ifyou miss
something, ask a friend after class.
Never, I repeat, never ask during
class. Then you'll miss the next part
and your friend will not be happy.
Try out your own version of
shorthand. There are several meth-
ods such as using only the conso-
nants (bsnss for business), short
forms (imp. for important), and
writing the word how it sounds (thot
for thought). Make up really short
forms for commonly used words like
Ibl for between or w/ for with. Use
anything as long as you'll remember
what it is for. There's nothing worse
than looking back in four months
and trying to determine what "op'l"
stands for.
Choose a good spot to sit.
Although the front may seem intimi-
dating, it's quieter, and you will be
able to hear the professor, see the
screen, and concentrate better.
Compare your notes to a friend's
notes. See if you both noted the
same material. There will be some
differences so explore them. Maybe
you missed something or thought it
unimportant whereas your friend
considered it important. You may be
able to pick up some good sugges-
dons as to what was important in
the lecture.
Lastly, stay focused on the pro-
fessor or whoever is talking at that
time. Doodling in your book passes
the time but you will undoubtedly
miss important topics.
Practice is the only way to get
better. So, attend those lectures, be
alert and be ready to learn.
Good listening techniques are essential in class, and like any art form, must be practiced and refined.
Note-taking methods are different for each individual, but some habits are not all all effective.
Student
Budget Menu
Wacky Cake
LYNN PAULI
CordStudentLife
Sift into ungreased 8"x8" pari:.
11/2cups all-purpose flour
3 tbsp. cocoa
1 cup sugar
1 tsp. baking powder'
1/2tsp. salt
Level off and make three holes. Into the first hole put 1 tsp. vanilla; into
the second hole put L tbsp. vinegar; and pour 6 tbsp. melted margarine
or cooking oil into the third hole. Over the entire cake, pour evenly 1 cup
of cold water. Mix well with afork. Bake at 325 F lor 25 minutes or until
done. Use icing if desired.
'
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Regular & Clearance priced merchandise only.
For the store nearest you call 1.800.447.4371
or visit our web page at www.pierl .com.
The freedom and rules of res life
MEGAN ATKINSON
CORD STUDENT LIFE
For many first year students at
Laurier this year, living in residence
will play a significant role in their
university experiences. Most stu-
dents who arrive at during
Frosh Week are excited, full of ener-
gy, expectations and questions.
For the majority, this is the first
time that they have lived away from
home for an extended period of
time, and they are thrilled with their
new-found freedom and the separa-
tion from Mom and Dad's rules.
However, what many first year stu-
dents don't realize when they arrive
on campus is that although they are
free from Mom and Dad's rules,
they now have to abide by the resi-
dence guidelines to ensure a happy
and safe year for everybody.
At Laurier, the Residence Staff is
a dedicated group of individuals
committed to making the year a
successful one for all first year stu-
dents. When you are living on a
floor with so many people,
RESPECT and CONSIDERATION are
fundamental. Your floor should be a
community where individual differ-
ences are encouraged and under-
stood. As first year students, you will
get so much more out of your uni-
versity experience if you attempt to
get to know everybody on your floor
and get along with them.
If you are one of those students
that is upset about the rules being
imposed upon you, think about the
fact that these are designed with
your safety and the safety of your
doormatcs in mind. As well, if there
is a rule you don't understand, ask
your Don or another Don to explain
it to you. These rules have all been
made for a reason and every mem-
ber of the Residence Staff fully sup-
ports and agrees with these rules
because they are the best way to
ensure your overall well being.
First year students still have a
great deal of freedom living in resi-
dence but if that freedom interferes
with somebody else's well being,
then there's a problem. If students
obey the guidelines ofresidence and
behave like adults then they will be
treated like adults and have a great
year.
Remember that your Don is
there for you. Their job is to make
your year as happy as possible. If
you have questions or concerns, go
to them. No question is too small or
too stupid. Your Don is always will-
ing to lend hisfaer ear for your ben-
efit.
Lastly, to guarantee you have a
good year, get involved on your floor.
Take an interest in what's going on
by thinking of floor events, ways to
decorate your floor, ideas for floor-
wear and anything else that will
build upon the community atmos-
phere that every floor in every resi-
dence at Laurier is striving towards.
tni
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DUATO
Your don is here to help, not to hinder, your university life.
CORDSTUDENTLIFE
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cordfeature
The world in grief
Two great humanitarians lost
BRENDA VRKUAN
AND MICHELLE REGAN
CORD FEATURES
In passing, one might say that the
lives of Mother Teresa and the
Princess of Wales cannot be com-
pared. Diana was born into a
wealthy, aristocratic family. Her
place in the upper echelon of British
society was set; her life seemed easy.
Mother Teresa, on the other
hand, was born Agnes Gonxha
Bojaxhiu to an Albanian carpenter
in Macedonia, struggled through the
death of her father and at age eigh-
teen devoted her life to God and
eventually to the world's impover-
ished.
Princess Diana and Mother
Teresa came from different worlds,
in many cases they had different
values, yet they both had a funda-
mental caring which transcended
who they were and where they
lived. A common interest in improv-
ing the lives of the less fortunate
transcended the small worlds in
which they existed.
Both are now dead.
We pause now to reflect upon
the life of Diana, Princess of Wales.
We followed her life from the begin-
ning. Diana, the shy, quiet, country
girl meets the Prince, who sweeps
her off her feet.
Watching the fairytale wedding
with our parents in 1981 early in
morning, we were probably not
really sure of its significance at the
time.
However from that day forward,
Diana became family, a part of our
world and we wanted to know more
about her.
At times, our appetite proved
unrelentless, hounding the couple as
they travelled together to various
functions. Her every move, her
smiles, and each glance was pho-
tographed.
Such mundane tasks, such as
leaving the gym after a workout,
was carefully followed. As a result,
Diana became the most pho-
tographed woman in the world.
Even after her marriage to Charles
had ended, we were still intrigued
by Diana.
During the marriage, Diana
seemed to steal the spotlight from
her husband and this is thought to
be a cause for their break-up. After
the divorce, Diana assumed she
would fade from public life and lead
a relatively normal existence,
understanding she still had the
responsibility of raising the future
monarch of Britain. However, this
was not to be.
Instead, the focus on Diana
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increased. We wanted to know
more about her at her most private
times. Even as she used her charm,
elegance, sparkle and position to
further some noble cause or charity,
we seemed to be more interested in
what she was wearing, what her
hair looked like, or whom she was
dating. Her efforts were often criti-
cized and Diana was referred to as
"a loose canon" by the British press.
It now seems so sad and pathetic
that it was not until her death that
people realized her human touch,
her kindness, and her compassion -
much of it directed at the less fortu-
nate - the poor, AIDS victims, cancer
patients, people injured by land-
mines the powerless. She had the
ability to make common people feel
significant.
Reflecting upon the life of Mother
Teresa, we did not hear ofher work
until the late 1960s when a British
documentary brought the "Saint of
the Gutters" international attention.
For years, she dedicated her life to
serving the poorest of the poor on
the streets of Calcutta. She salvaged
fifty thousand souls.
Although many died, they died
with dignity because of her compas-
sion, her love. This tiny, frail Catholic
nun, founded the Missionaries of
Charity order in 1949. Despite all of
her good work, Mother Theresa was
also not without her critics.
People criticized her for taking
money from right-wing govern-
ments and reactionary regimes.
Some claimed she was over-bearing
and authoritarian when it came to
operating her Missionaries of
Charity organization.
Nevertheless, the work of
Mother Teresa could not be ignored.
She saw the poverty around her and
took action. Upon receiving the 1979
Nobel Peace Prize, she said, "I am
not worthy" Mother Teresa too, had
the ability to make common people,
the powerless, feel significant.
Mother Teresa was not a
princess. While she was not born
into an aristocratic, upper class
British Family, Mother Teresa also
only did in her life what her heart
had told her to do many years ago,
help the less fortunate.
We need to reflect on both oftheir
abilities and recognize their shared
interest in improving the lives of the
less fortunate. In light of both of
their deaths in one tragic week, we
should remember them for the good
that they accomplished.
Remember Diana, not for Diana
the rich and the famous, but for
Diana who worked tirelessly to be a
humanitarian.
Remember Mother Teresa, the
women that devoted her entire life
to the poor, the hungry, and the
homeless. Mother Teresa was a true
living saint. Both will be missed.
Religion, royalty and the world will
remember their impact on us all. RLE
PHOTO
Mother Teresa's impact on volunteering
LORI OYSIEVICK
CORD FEATURES
What do you do to improve the community
you live in? Do you rely on the left-wing
Needing hearts to take care of the less fortu-
nate? Or, do you think that people are poor
because of something they've done or
nesected to do?What do you do?
Many of us are often reluctant to admit
that in die generally self-contained environ-
ment of university, that our contribution
could actually make a difference.
If we admit that something can be done,
we would have to own up to the fact that
many of us don't really d 6 anything at all.
There's always a paper to finish, tuition to
work for and $1.50 drinks. Helping the less
fortunate often gets bumped offour list ofpri-
orities.
The image of Mother Tefesa treating and
helping those most in need, those suffering
from the severest poverty and disease is the
image of the ultimate in self-sacrifice. At first
one may feel intimidated bythis selfless act of
If we admrt mat something
can be done, we would have to own
up to- the fact that many of us
don't really do anything at all.
W ; ■ «££* ;
complete giving by what was a modern day
saint.
The passing of Mother Teresa of Calcutta
is considered a great loss to many of us for
differentreasons. It was the loss ofa famous
role model for all ofhumanity. Think about it
a nun working among the poor in Calcutta,
Indiahas become a household name.
Wefind it hard to get througha day with-
out swearing and she can devote her entire
life to purity.
But now in the wake of her death when
many people are reflecting on her life, we
should not be ashamed by our own inaction.
we should be inspired by herselflessness to
dosomething.
Mother Teresa would want us to be
inspired by her spirit of giving, not intimidat-
ed or ashamed.
When we think of her she would want us
to remember how good it feels to do some*
thing for someone. She would want
us to remember the many in need so for j
away from our corner of the world, and in |
our comer ofthe world.
Mother Teresas memory should motivate ]
us to take greater social action in our com- j
munities. It may be difficult to admit that |
each ofus in university could make a tremen* : jj
dously positive impact around us locally.
If we could do one small thing each time
we thought of Mother Tferesa, there would be
no better tribute to her memory. jj
J
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A life that defined a generation
Diana's perserverence is a modelfor us all
JENNIFER CLARKE
Cord features
Why would the death of Diana, the
Princess of Wales, have such a pro-
found impact on the world?
Perhaps because we saw her
adorned on the covers of magazines
and(_newspapers every week.
However, it seems doubtful other
celebrities and personalities, with
whom she often shared the spot-
light, would elicit such a response
from millions world-wide. Even
Diana's dedication to charity work,
which earned the quiet respect and
admiration of many of us and even
her greatest critics, does not ade-
quately explain the sense of loss.
For some, this may be simply
another passing news story. Yet, for
many of us in our late teens and
early twenties, we grew up with
Diana and many of the obstacles in
her life could be somehow paral-
lelled to our own.
The frequency of Dianas image
in the media and record of humani-
tarian work made her immortal. It
seemed Diana, the Princess of
Wales would always be there as a
role model to many as a parent,
humanitarian and activist for the
less fortunate.
It is ironic that someone who
could walk without fear on a land-
mine area in a war-torn country,
died in a state-of-the-art luxury car
- the product of a century's worth of
technology and ingenuity from the
West. The tragic and unexpected
death of the Princess of Wales
seemed to heighten and bring to
light our own sense of morality.
While we watched her storybook
wedding in 1981, all Disney movies
paled immediately in comparison to
Diana. Little girls now had a some
one to look up to and little boys now
had some one to dream about.
At 19, Diana left her childhood
behind and we left Sesame Street
and the comfort and security our
parents all day to start public
school.
As the Princess of Wales tried to
adapt to the rigid routine and high
expectations of her behaviour in the
Monarchy, we were adapting to tak-
ing tests, the pressure for high
marks, 3:45 p.m. detentions, and
punishment from unforgiving teach-
ers in school.
Plagued by a profound sense of
inadequacy and insecurity, Diana
became bulimic as a form of self-
punishment. Who would want to
relive the rocky times that we strove
for social acceptance and a sense of
belonging in junior high and high
school? Bulimia and anorexia is one
of the leading afflictions facing
young women today, and men are
increasingly becoming a part of it.
Many of us succumbed to a fate
similar to Diana or at least a varia-
tion of it.
As Diana's marriage to Prince
Charles failed, our hearts were
being broken by our first love and
our parents were getting divorced.
The reflection of her pain seen in
the tabloids, as we waited in line to
pay for our groceries, could be felt
in our own lives. The naivety of her
storybook wedding had ended and
the naivety of our childhood had as
well.
Then at a crossroad of her mar-
ried life and divorced life, Diana
searched for a new life purpose and
personal fulfilment, and struggled to
find her place in the world. At the
same time, we were finishing high
school and struggling to decide
which university or college to go to,
what program to enrol in and the
pressures of knowing that these
decisions were in part mapping out
the direction our life.
Eventually, we settled into uni-
versity and pursued our own inter-
ests. We became clearly defined
individuals, more self-assured. We
found new loves and new loves
again, got some As on term papers,
watched cartoons unabashedly
between classes, and no longer
worried about class detentions.
Meanwhile Diana became set-
tled, self-assuredly into her life as a
humanitarian, helping the causes of
AIDS research, battered women,
and a world-wide land-mine ban,
and found a new love. Her life was
finally coming together and Diana
gracefully survived the turmoil of
her parents divorce and sixteen
years with the Monarchy. She was
going to have to it all. We were
beginning to believe in the fairy tale
again.
Then in an instant on August 29,
it was gone.
Our generation now has a John
F. Kennedy. Where were you when
you heard of the death of Diana, the
Princess of Wales? A bar? At home?
In the car? Some of us, became
defined by the times, as we read
about it on the Internet.
As the week continued, one
could not help but feel the bitterness
of the loss of someone so persever-
ing who was so close to getting what
we all have been striving for in life.
With the global reaction to her
death, we realized that one person
could make a difference.
FILE
PHOTO
Gone in body but with us in
spirit, Diana's legacy lives on.
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Hawks learn valuable lesson
MIKE MCKENNA
Cord Sports
The young Hawks were thrown into
the fire on Saturday against the
number one team in Canada and
although they came out on the short
end of a 24-1 score, the game was
much closer then the score would
indicate.
It was a gritty performance by
the boys in purple and gold as they
faced off against their cross town
rivals. In a game in which they
were destined to be overmatched,
the Hawks were able to keep it close
until the final quarter. A Jarret
Smith-led Warrior ground game
kept the Hawks scratching their
heads all day long, wondering if he
was ever going to slow down.
Smith, last year's OUA player of
the year, picked up right where he
left off last season as he punished
the Hawks defense for an amazing
216 yards, on 22 carries. The bright
spot for the Hawk defense, though,
was the fact that they were able to
stop him
when it
counted
most as they
limited him
to only one
touchdown.
"Our
defense was
very solid,"
noted Mead
Coach Rick
Zmich when
asked about
the perfor-
in a n c e .
"There are
still areas we can work on, ?nd we
have to live with some of the mis-
takes that were made because of
our inexperience."
The Warriors opened the scoring
on the opening kickoff as Arek Bigos
booted it through the Hawks end
zone to make it 1-0.
After the first of many two and
outs by the Hawks offense, the
Warriors got the ball back and Bigos
made it 4-0 with a 41 yard field
goal.
The Hawks got a chance to score
three points of their own after a 31
yard run by rookie Granville Mayers
which set up a 16 yard field goal
attempt by Scott O'Hara.
Unfortunately the field goal was
blocked and the Hawks still had a
goose egg on the scoreboard.
"We can't let opportunities like
that slip away," noted Zmich. "In
such an emotional game that'would
have sent them the message that we
weren't going to go away."
The Warriors were able to add
another single point on a Bigos punt
and took a 5-0 lead going into the
second quarter.
It was then that the Hawks ane-
mic passing attack hurt the most.
Mark Lough continually seemed
uncomfortable at the helm and just
couldn't get any type of ball move-
ment down field.
"You have to get first downs no
matter what you do," said Zmich
when asked about the lack of spunk
in the offense in the first half. "That
is one consistent that you must
attain."
After the Hawks went two and
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out on consecutive drives to open
the second quarter, Smith struck for
the Warriors with a 59 yard run.
That set up another Bigos field goal,
giving the Warriors an 8-0 lead.
Things seemed to get worse for
the Hawks on the next possession as
Loughs pass attempt went through
the hands of Zach Treanor and into
the Hands of Warrior defensive back
Tory Locker.
The Hawk defense seemed to get
tougher and tougher as the day
went on, and almost seemed to have
the ensuing Warrior drive stopped.
However, too many men on the
field penalty by the Hawks on a
third and one gave the Warriors
another chance.
This seemed to take the wind out
of the sails of the Hawk defenders as
the drive continued and eventually
resulted in a 7 yard TD run by
Warrior Quarterback Ryan
Wilkinson and a 15-0 lead for the
Warriors.
Loughs day got even worse on
the next offensive
series as he was
nailed by Warrior
linebacker Kevin
Pressberger and
had to leave the
game with a con-
cussion. Adding
more pain to what
had been an
already disastrous
day for Lough
going 3-9, with
only 6 yds. passing
and an intercep-
tion in the first
hall'.
The Hawks finally got on the
board on the opening kickoff of the
second half when O'Hara booted a
wind aided kickoff through the end
zone to make it a 15-1 ballgame.
As the second half opened, it was
second year man Kevin Taylor in his
first ever game as a Hawk at the
helm.
"1 was definitely nervous at the
start but after a couple of snaps 1
was able to settle down and feel
good," said Taylor when asked
about being thrown into the fire.
"All of the players were very sup-
portive and that helped me feel
more comfortable."
The offense seemed to take a
new direction under the guidance of
the confident Taylor who was able
to deliver the ball with authority and
poise.
Unfortunately for the Hawks, this
was unable to translate into results.
In the third quarter the defensive
unit continued to stand tall giving
the Hawks numerous opportunities
to get back in the ballgame.
Although the offense looked better,
the Hawks were still unable to put
any points on the board or to sustain
any offensive pressure.
Late in the third quarter, a 38
yard punt return by Anthony
Ahmad helped the Hawks get things
going. Two uneventful offensive
plays were followed by a bad snap
resulting in an ugly looking field
goal attempt by O'Hara. This con-
tinued the story that became all too
framiliar for the Hawks on this day
as Waterloo got the ball back.
Finally in the fourth quarter, as
Taylor seemed to settle into a
rhythm, it looked like the offense
might become untracked as usual,
though things turned sour again.
Brian McQure was called for offen-
sive pass interference, that coupled
with a snap that sailed over Taylor s
head stalled the drive and once
again gave the ball back to
Waterloo.
Jarret Smith seemed to take over
from there as he single handedly
drove the Warriors down field and
scored on a 16yard run making it a
21-1 lead for Waterloo.
Bigos sealed the game with a 24
yard field goal after yet another bad
snap turned the ball over with less
than three minutes to play.
Overall the Hawks have some
reason to be happy with their gritty
performance and now need to
know what must be done to win.
One has to remember that they
were playing the number one team
in Canada and the lack of offense all
day should be different the next
time out.
The attitude of the players still
seemed to be very upbeat after the
game as theyrealized that they have
the ability to play with any team if
they stayed close to the number one
team in Canada for three quarters
of the game.
"Don't count us out yet," said
defensive star Rob Symons after the
game. "We're going to get better
and [we'll] be in the playoffs, that's
for sure."
Coach Zmich also was quick to
point out "With no preseason we
would be challenged by anyone, but
we have to build upon the strong
defensive play and the positive signs
on offense in the second half.
It is evident though that the
Hawk offense will need a shot in the
arm and that could come in the
form of Taylor who delivered the
ball very well and seemed to make
the receivers feel confident in run-
ning their routes.
Coach Zmich also noted "There
seemed to be a spark there and
hopefully that will be a sign of things
to come."
One thing is for sure, the Hawks
will need to get their offense on
track and get more than nine first
downs when they travel to Western
on Saturday and look to rebound
witha win over the Mustangs.
"We have to be consistent," said
Zmich. "Our goal now is to be 1-1
after the game in London on
Saturday.
Consistency seems to be the key
word and looks now to be the
determining factor oftheir season.
COACH'S PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Offense-Kevin Taylor - Quarterback
The second year QB came on in
relief and filled in admirably for
starter Mark Lough. Taylor went 8
for 15 passing for 78 yards and was
able to put a bit of spark into the
Hawk attack as he showed the poise
and athletic ability of a veteran.
Defense-Alan Ruby - Safety
Ruby, a third year safety from
Waterloo's Bluevale Collegiate was
the cornerstone of the Hawks
defense on a day when it seemed as
though they were always on the
field. He limited the Warriors to
only two touchdowns.
He was constantly in the face of the
Hawk ball carriers and was also one
of the main reasons Waterloo QB
Ryan Wilkinson was limited to three
completions on the day.
Special Teams- Brian Delaney
Delaney, who is back with the
Hawks after a year off, was all over
the field on special teams Saturday.
Not only did he block a convert
attempt but he also made numerous
tackles and was one of the few
bright spots for the Golden Hawks.
PHOTO:
SCOTT
Kevin Taylor holds his own against Waterloo.
Golden Hawks ofthe Week
Johnston andPfeiffer lead respective soccer squads
MIKE.MCKENNA
CORD SPORTS
Male- Mike Johnston- Men's Soccer
Tbis fifth year raid-fielder from
Streetsville Secondary School in
Mississauga was able toassume his
captaincy role with authority this
past weekend. His consistent play
at the midfieid position not only
resulted in a goal and an assist in
two games, but was one of the
main reasons the Hawks were able
to come away with one point in the
two games. Mike's leadership and
experience will no doubt be count-
ed on this season and will be a key
ingredient in determining the level
of success of this year's edition of
the Hawks.
Female- Lisa Pfeiffer-Women's
Soccer
Lisa, a fourth year defender for
the women's team, was a consis-
tent foctor in the Hawks two games
this past weekend. Not only was
her defensive presence a main fee-
lor In the Hawks 3-0 victory over
Windsor on Sunday, but also a
main reason as to why the Hawks
played so closely to a tough
Windsor squad in a 3-1 loss
Saturday. Lisa was also able to
score herfirst ever goalas a Golden
Hawk in the win on Sunday leading
the team to victory.
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Split Decision
Hawks open season 1-1 at weekend games
MIKE MCKENNA
CORD SPORTS
The women's soccer team
opened their 1997 OUA soccer sea-
son Saturday looking to come out of
the gates flying and beat McMaster
in their season opener at Bechtel
Park.
Although the Hawks played
tough and were involved in a very
good game with the Marauders the
end result was a disappointing 3-1
loss for our Women's soccer squad.
The Hawks were in control
throughout the first half and were
even able to open up a 1 -0 lead on a
goal by Helen Mclnerny.
As the half wore on the Hawks
controlled the flow of (lie game but
were unable to capitalize on numer-
ous opportunities and headed to the
half leading 1-0.
When the second half opened the
Hawks looked to keep on the attack
yet limit the chance by Mac to pro-
tect their one goal advantage. The
Marauders though, seemed to come
out flying with a newly designed
offensive attack by playing the long
ball and trying to out run the Hawks.
This began to translate into some
offensive opportunities for McMaster
and some defensive troubles for the
Hawks.
"They seemed to change their
attack and it was hard for us to
adjust to," noted Hawks defender
Sara Lennon after the contest.
Things began to get even harder
for the Hawks as the second half
progressed. McMaster was able to
tie the game at one and kept on
pressing the Hawks looking for
more.
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An injury to sweeper Lydia Knez,
one of the steadying forces of the
Hawk defensive core, caused a line-
up shuffle for the Hawks and an
increase in offense for the
Marauders.
Mid fielder Lorraine Hodds was
forced to move from her normal
position of mid fielder back to the
sweeper position. This was a move
the Hawks coaching staff was com-
fortable with because of the excel-
lent ability of Hodds.
Unfortunately though, a ques-
tionable call by the official on a play
by Hodds minutes later, lead to the
second McMaster goal. Some ques-
tionable contact inside the eighteen
yard box was ruled to be rough play
by Hodds and gave Mac a penalty
kick on which the score became 2-1.
Minutes later, yet another ques-
tionable call left the Hawks in a fren-
zy over the games officiating.
Goalkeeper Rachel Zuiderliet
charged looking to gain control of
the ball but it was knocked loose and
put into the back of the net. From
this point on, the Hawks were pon-
dering a 3-1 deficit they would not
be able to get out of.
After the tough defeat on
Saturday which easily could have
gone the other way, the Hawks trav-
eled to Windsor Sunday looking to
avenge Saturday s loss with a defeat
of the Lancers. And they accom-
plished this goal. Offensive leader
Karen Conboy who will be looked to
provide an offensive spark through-
out the season, opened the scoring
for the Hawks in the first half. Lisa
Pfeiffer, the Golden Hawk Athlete of
the Week, scored her first career
OUA goal and Mariana Sarik also
put the ball in the back of the net for
the Hawks and gave them a three nil
victory and evened their record at
1-1 for the season.
cordsports
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This Week in
Hawk Athletics
I September 10,1997
Men's Rugby vs. Guelph 4 p.m. Mitsubishi Park
September 13,1997
Football at Western 2 p.m.
Rugby vs.Queen's 1 p.m. Mitsubishi Park
September 14.1997 I
Women's Soccer at Western 1 p.m. 1
Men's Soccer at Western 3 pm. |
Cord Sports
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Men's soccer:
deja-vu
TOM FUKE
CORD SPORTS
Hits past weekend the men's soc-
cer team began the season with
two games: a home contest against
McMaster on Saturday, mid a trip
to Windsor on Sunday. When the
weekend drew to a close, the
Hawks found themselves in exactly
the same place as last season: a 3-
1 loss in their first game, and a 1-1
draw in their second.
"I feel fortunate to come out of
those games with at least the one
tie," noted coach Frank
Anagnostopolous. "We really
could be 0-2."
The Hawks came out Hying on
Saturday, dominating play for the
first 25 minutes of the game. But
a problem which may haunt the
team for the entirety of the season
became painfully evident: they
simply could not execute.
"We had many more opportu-
nities than Mac did in the first
halt" said the coach, "and our best
chance was when their keeper
cleared a shot off the line. I
thought we were going to score
there, and that could have realty
pumped us up."
As it turned out Mac scored
first, and dominated the game
from that point on. A questionable
call resulted in a penalty kick -
something the McMaster offense Is
"too good to miss," according to
Anagnostopolous. "After that goal,
Mac kept consistent control of the
ball, and they really played on our
fitness."
I,aurier's goal was scored by
Dave Leighton on a cross from
Mike Johnson, who scored the
only goal on Sunday. Sunday's
game was more of the same for
the 1 lawks, who found themselves
outplayed at midfield by the
Lancers. The failure to execute
was again evident, as Laurier had
more definite scoring chances, but
Windsor was able to take advan-
tage of the Hawks' fitness level,
dominating the play in their own
end.
"We just need to relax more
when we play," explained the
coach. "Our veterans are capable
of a lot more, and net*! to pick it
up in order for our rookies to play
to their potential.
"No one has played to their
potential yet."
The Hawks have an entire
week to mull over their predica-
ment (their next game is Sundayat
Western), but things could be
worse. This season is starting
exactly the same as last, when the
Hawks were undefeated after the
first game. Sunday's game will be
important in determining the
direction in which this team is
headed.
Rugby Hawks
look to make the
jumpto
division one
MIKE MCKENNA
CORD SPORTS
After being the toast of the OUA tier
two Rugby division last season, the
Golden Hawk rugby club will move
up to the first division this year.
This year the Hawks will face off
against the perennial powerhouses
of the OUA as they will take on the
likes of Queen's, McMaster, Western
and York in what will be a whole
new ball game.
The season will open
Wednesday as the Hawks face
Guelph at Mitsubishi park in an
exhibition contest that will mark
their venture in to tier one.
"We want to prove that we are
here to stay," said hooker Andy
Mina when asked for his outlook on
the season, "It is our goal to avoid
bouncing back and forth between
division one and two."
Even though the first division
consists of much better Rugby
clubs, it would be best to work hard
to stay there, with their eventual
goal ofworking their way to the top
of the first division - a title that
would grant them supremacy in
OUA Rugby.
"It will be tough," stated Mina
"But we are ready for the chal-
lenge."
This year s outfit will be lead by
fourth year players Jeff Colgut
(prop), Layne Gardner (Flanker),
and Jason Shaw (fly half) who were
all major parts of last year's contin-
gent and will have expanded roles
this season.
All three of those players will
also be counted on for on field lead-
ership as the Hawks will be
involved in many tough battles this
season. Colgut, the team's cap-
tain,will be heavily counted on for
his experience and effectiveness in
keeping the Hawks in the top halfof
the OUA
"It is going to be a challenge"
noted Gardner when asked about
the teams chances to remain in
division one after this season.
"The vets on this team will have
to lead the rookies through these
tough matches," said the fourth
year flanker "Unlike last season,
there will be no easy matches."
Another problem the Hawks
will face this season is the loss of
some key members of last year's
squad. OUAA all-star forward
Ethan Gucfa who is pursuing a pro
contract in Europe is gone as are
,
Backs Dave Beaver, Fraser
Chapman, and Jeff Hockman.
These players were all leaders and
key members of last year's squad
and will be tough toreplace.
Coaches Garreth Jones and
Mike Fisher will look to the numer-
ous rookies and younger members
of the squad to step up and face the
challenge this season. Unlike in
previous seasons the coaches will
field a line-up that will include 5 to
7 rookies instead of the usual one
or two. And since the level of play
will be much higher this season it
will be an excellent learning experi-
ence for the young members of the
Hawks.
"The club will have to come
together quickly," said Gardner
when asked what he expects this
season, "The more winnable games
are at the start of the season so we
will need to come out flying if we
are going to meet our goals."
The road to accomplishing those
goals will begin on Wednesday
when game time is 4 p.m. against
the Gryphons.
"We will definitely need to beat
Guelph,"added Mina, "Since they
finished in fifth plaace last season
we will need to take over that spot."
Gardner was quick to agree not-
ing, "That will be the game that we
have the best chance of winning.
We know we can play with the rest
of the teams but the Guelph game
will be our most important match."
Things won't get any easier
Saturday when the Hawks play
against the Queen's Golden Gaels
at 1 p.m.. The game will also be
played at Mitsubishi field which is
north on King St. by the Conestoga
Mall. Fan support would be appre-
ciated so why not come out and
support your Hawks as they begin
their season.
CQBDiEfIBII...
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Hawks Gamer
JEFF SCHOUELA
Cord Sports
Name: Rob Symons
Major: Political Science/Admin
Option
DOB: August. 31, 1974
Ht 5'10" Wt: 178 lbs.
Hometown: Mississauga
Former School: Qarkson
Pos: Safety
Rob Symons is a star Safety for the
Golden Hawks Football team. The
anchor of the defense and 1996
Second team All-Canadian took
some time oiit to answer some
questions this past week.
Q: What is your general opinion
about the 97 team and its rebuild-
ing period?
A: It's been different because
Laurier has had some powerhouses
in the past few years but I enjoy
being able to lead this young squad.
The attitude in the clubhouse is
great and these guys seem to be
blending well. Even though it's a
rebuilding year, I enjoy us to be the
underdog and 1 like how we're seen
by other teams.
Q: Almost half the team this year
are rookies, how do you see your
role on this team?
A: I like to show leadership both on
and off the field. More importantly, I
like to lead by example on the field.
I like to show a "never give up" atti-
tude and keep on working hard
because results will come with hard
work.
Q: What people have had an Impact
on your career?
A: One of the most influential peo-
ple to me was New York Jets
Defensive End Dennis Byrd. Dennis
was paralyzed during a game and
he has shown tremendous spirit
and effort in his daily battle that he
still fights today. Dennis has
tremendous beliefs to never give up
and fight the battle everyday. Tony
Dorsett was another one I admired
because he was a warrior, relent-
less on the field and he gave5 it his
all every time he stepped out there.
Q: What kind of impression would
you like to give other teams before
gametime?
A: I'd like other teams to know that
it's gonna take almost everything to
beat me. I play within the rules but
play as hard and tough as I possibly
can. I'm not a flashy player, I'm a
battler and will go at it with any-
body I like the David vs Goliath situ-
ation where I can play hard and
surprise people. I'm not gonna be
beat easily.
Q:Do you think this team has a
chance to make the playoffs?
A: I'm an optimistic person and in
this game, anything is possible. This
team is blending well and once the
offense gets in a groove, we will
start to win some games and even
make the playoffs.
Q: What is your greatest moment
on the football field?
A: In my second year, I was named
player of the game at the Yates cup.
Even though we lost to Western in
double overtime, I felt like I was in a
zone throughout the game and
when the game ended I felt like that
was one ofmy best games ever.
Q: Have you set any personal goals
for yourself?
A: It would be nice to make All-
Canadian First team but much
more importantly I'd like to help
build this team for the future and
help carry us throughout the sea-
son. Football is a team game and
I'd like to help give this team
tremendous spirit for not only this
year but for years to come.
As you can see Rob Symons will
give everything he has during every
down of football he plays. More
importantly, he's smart on the field
giving him the upperhand no mat-
ter who the opponent is. He's not
going to be flashy but he'll get the
job done no matter what it takes.
Symons believes in a strong work
ethic and a "never give up" attitude
and he usually gets the results he
wants making him a role model to
those around him.
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Fight the
Frosh Fifteen
SUZANNE HUNTJENS
CordSports
Are you a first year student afraid,
worrying because you have heard
all those rumors about the Frosh
Fifteen? Or perhaps you are a
keen second, third, fourth year, a
faculty member or a WLU staff
member who is concerned about
your physical health and fitness.
Well, we are the Health and Fitness
Awareness Team and we are here
to help you! The Health and
Fitness Awareness Committee is
part of the Student Union's
Department of University Affairs
and is here to help the Laurier
community in addressing various
health and fitness issues. The team
of students is ready to help you and
bring a new outlook towards the
benefits of a healthy lifestyle here
at Laurier.
The committee is made up of
six enthusiastic individuals includ-
ing Suzanne Huntjens, Mike
McKenna, Katie Earle, Jessica
Gibb, Elissa Bonin and Sharon
Godkin. Some of the events and
promotions planned for this year
include The Health and Fitness
Day, a new running club, exciting
sports demonstrations and of
course our weekly informative arti-
cle in the Cord. Don't forget to
check out the new and improved
'Health and Fitness Approved'
menu in Wilfs with many exciting
healthy alternatives that are sure to
tweek your fancy.
If you have any questions, com-
ments, concerns, problems, queries
OR if you would like to volunteer
for the coolest club in town, you
can find Suzanne in the Student
Union office during her office hours
Tuesday (10:00-ll:00am) and
Friday (12:00-1:00). You can also
email the team online at
hfac@machl.wlu.ca or drop a note
in our mailbox in the Student
Union office. We love to get your
fan mail as well as your health and
fitness questions that we address in
the Cord each week. So have no
fear the Laurier Health and Fitness
comittee is here for you.
HERE IS TODAY 'HEALTH QUES-
TION OF THE WEEK'
"I am a first year student and 1
seemed to have grown a few love
handles over the summer. I really
want to impress the new girls on
campus but I need to buff up this
\)
bod a little before I can turn any
heads. Can you help me achieve
the manly physique that I need?!"
Needy Ned
Well Ned, it sounds like you need
some advice, worry no more we
are here to help. You have to make
sure you lose a few pounds the
right way. First of all make sure
you exercise at least three to four
times a week for half an hour or
more. You can do so by doing
things like jogging, riding the stair-
master, exercise bike, or even a
casual walk in the park. You must
incorporate a healthy attitude into
your daily life in order to slim down
and feel better about yourself.
Remember though that this cannot
be acheived overnight.
Set out shorterm goals for your-
self, remain motivated and don't
get discouraged if things don't go
exactly as planned. Start by mak-
ing concious effort to eat well, stay
active and limit your consumption
ofalcoholic beverages. Remember
that incorporating these habits into
your life now have a positive effect
on your life in the future.
Good Luck,
Healthy Hutch
It's timeforLacrosse again
MIKE MCKENNA
CordSports
The Laurier Men's Lacrosse team
will be back in action as they open
the season Sunday against Brock
Coming off of a successful 1996
campaign the Hawks will face a
new challenge this season as they
are now part of the top half of the
Ontario University Lacrosse
Association.
The Hawks will look to build on
their successful 96 campaign and
move even further up in the stand-
ings. This wifl not be an easy task,
as the Hawks will have to fill the
holes left by defensemen Chris
Wfllems, Domenico Magfeano, and
Pho Weaiherup. Also missing from
last years team will be forwards
Nick Lakas, and Colin Doyle who
have moved on.
"it will be tough toreplace those
players but we have the athletes to
do it," noted Wes Horlings the cap-
tain ofthis year's crew.
Veterans Steve Johnson, Paul
Richter, and the lone holdover for
the defensive pack Mike Stewart,
will have to step it up large if (he
Hawks want to do well this season.
New Head coach lan Mitchell and
his excellent knowledge of the
game will surely be a benefit to the I
Hawks' attack, and help guide the
team through the season. Mitchefl
w3l also look to second year net-
minder "crazy" Karl Lippe to j
steady the Hawks and be another \
of the team leaders this season.
So remember, the game time j
Sunday is 2 p.m. at our own \
University Stadium. Why not come i
out and support your Hawks and if \
you are really daring, the Hawks \
are still looking for a few bodies,
No experience necessary, just a
drive to play.
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a n d  H e a v y ,  O l d  a n d  N e w  
L a u r i e r S  f r o s h  r o c k  w i t h  t h e  T e a  P a r t y  .  
R O B I N  W H I T T A K E R  
C O R D  E N T E R T A I N M E N T  
l a s t  T h u r s d a y ' s  T e a  P a r t y  c o n c e r t  a t  
t h e  L y r i c  r o c k e d  L a u r i e r ' s  F r o s h  
h a r d  a n d  l o n g .  
S i n g e r ,  s o n g w r i t e r ,  g u i t a r i s t ,  a n d  
m a s t e r  o f  c e r e m o n i e s ,  J e f f  M a r t i n ,  
p l a y e d  t h e  c r o w d ' s  d e s i r e  f o r  e n e r g y  
l i k e  a  s i t a r .  B u t  u n l i k e  a  s i t a r ,  i t  
w a s n ' t  a  h a r d  t h i n g  t o  d o  b e c a u s e  
l i k e  t h e  s o n g s  o n  t h e i r  p a s t  a l b u m s ,  
t h e  T e a  P a r t y ' s  r e c e n t  r e l e a s e  
" T r a n s m i s s i o n "  e x u d e s  e l e c t r i c  
p o w e r  m a d e  b y  
c h a r t s ,  b u t  a s  u s u a l  t h e  s m o r g a s -
b o r d  o f  m o s h e r s  p r o b a b l y  d i d n ' t  
n o t i c e  a s  t h e y  h u m o u r o u s l y  b o d y -
s u r f e d  t o  t h e  m u s i c  i n  t h e i r  h e a d s  
b e t w e e n  s o n g s .  T h e  f r o n t  o f  t h e  
s t a g e  w a s  b a r e l y  s a f e  f o r  s e c u r i t y ,  
r e a l  f a n ,  o r  r e p o r t e r  a s  s h o e s ,  h a t s ,  
a n d  l e g s  f l e w  i n  a l l  d i r e c t i o n s .  
m a n  a n d  m a c h i n e .  
T h e  b a n d ' s  f l u r r y  
o f  d r u m - s o u n d s ,  
c o u r t e s y  o f  J e f f  
B u r r o w s ,  m e s h e s  
s u r p r i s i n g l y  w e l l  
w i t h  n e w l y - i n c l u d -
e d  d r u m - m a c h i n e  
b e a t s  a n d  a  
g r e a t e r  r e l i a n c e  o n  
k e y b o a r d  s o u n d s ,  
c o u r t e s y  o f  S t u a r t  
O l a t w o o d .  
M o r e o v e r ,  
s o n g s  l i k e  
" P s y c h o p o m p "  
a n d  " R e l e a s e "  
o f f e r  a n  u n e x p e c t -
e d l y  l i g h t e r ,  m o r e  
b a l l a d - l i k e  f e e l .  
M a r t i n ' s  v o i c e  i s  a s  
f e a t h e r y  a s  i t  c a n  
g e t  a n d  j u s t  a s  
h e a r t  f e l t  a s  e v e r .  
A t  t h e  c o n c e r t ,  
W a s  i t  a n y  w o n d e r  L a u r i e r  0 -
W e e k  O r g a n i z e r s  t u r n e d  t h e  L y r i c  
i n t o  a  n e a r - p e n i t e n t i a r y ,  r e g u l a t i n g  
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t h e  m o v e m e n t  o f  
l i q u o r ,  u n d e r -
a g e r s ,  a n d  
u n r u l i e s  a l l  n i g h t ?  
M a r t i n  e n j o y e d  
e n c o u r a g i n g  i t  a l l ,  
o f  c o u r s e .  F o r  t h e  
s a k e  o f  t h e  m o s h -
e r s ,  I  w a s  h a p p y  
t h e  L y r i c  h a s  
r e m o v e d  i t s  p o l i c y  
o f  r e f u s i n g  t o  
s e r v e  f r e e  t a p  
w a t e r  t o  t h o s e  i n  
n e e d .  
I t  w a s  g o o d  t o  
s e e  t h a t  t h e  T e a  
P a r t y ' s  n e w  s t u f f  
p r o d u c e s  t h e  
s a m e  u n c o n d i t i o n -
a l  r e a c t i o n  a s  
t h e i r  p r e v i o u s  
a l b u m s  h a d .  M y  .  
i m p r e s s i o n ,  h o w -
e v e r ,  i s  t h a t  t h e i r  
n e w  s o n g s  m a y  b e  
M a r t i n  t o o k  p r i d e  i n  a n n o u n c i n g  
t h a t  t h e  b a n d ' s  v i d e o  " T e m p t a t i o n "  
h i t  n u m b e r  o n e  o n  M u c h  M u s i c ' s  
m o r e  g e a r e d  a t  g a r n e r i n g  a  b o i s t e r -
o u s  f a n  r e a c t i o n  u n l i k e  t h e i r  e a r l y ,  
m o r e  m e t h o d i c a l  a n d  t e c h n i c a l l y  
eRA.d~~t": , , , , ' '  .  • - •  . ·  ~ 'i;;et~ 6 U f v f , \ l ' Y $ h " ( l n g  
d e m a n d i n g  w o r k .  I t ' s  o n e  t h i n g  t o  
p l a y  t o  y o u r  f a n s ,  b u t  i t ' s  q u i t e  
a n o t h e r  t o  l o w e r  y o u r s e l f  t o  y o u r  
f a n s .  
B u t  w h o  c a r e s ,  r e a l l y ?  
T h e  a l b u m ' s  h i g h l i g h t  i s  
" R e l e a s e "  a n d  t h e  c o n c e r t ' s  h i g h -
l i g h t  w a s  t h e i r  o p e n i n g  s o n g ,  " T h e  
C O R Q  a - { f i ; ; R f A I N M O O  ~~t S O O l l  f a l t e r e d  ~·· , . 1 . 1 \ . i n t e d  ~. 
• n  . . G . t  . . . . . .  m a t t e r - w h a t  t h e  S p a c e  l o v e . "  a  5 l : l l l f t  v e c y  n e a r  o o g . d e a . l '  
s o u n d e d  l i k e  o n  t o  m o s t ,  w a s .  mnocenttYsta~.; 
I~Y W g h t a f ; t h e  RE}volufi9~ · · •  f u r e d .  Thl$.~ ®e()(thos¢~ 
F r e s h  w o u l d .  hav~ · . · .  .  . .  .  · . · . · . · .  
l c l l e e r e d  f o r  a n y t b m g . l n c l d ' t n t a U Y ,  
p u r p o s e .  ·.·.·. · . ·  
Sing~.r f o r  Spa.~~ ·  
l
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i r t r e r a c t i n g  w i t h  t h e  a u d i e n c e  a r i d  
k e e n i n g  u p  h i s  f a k e  E n g l i s h  
t h a n •  o n  s i n g i n g  t h e  s o n g s .  
H e s e e m e d  to~ s c r o u n g i n g  f o r .  a  
I  r e s p o n s e  w i t h  h i s  Bono-esqri~ c O O -
a s  h e  a s k e d  t h e  B l u e  t e a m  o r  
t e a : m  t o  s i n g  a l d n g ' w i t . l f  h i f u .  
h a d  j u s t  c o n c e n t r a t e d  ' o n  t h e  
s o n g s :  t h i n g s  w o u l d  h a v t :  r u n  
m u c h  b e t t e r .  
E i g h t i e s  s t y t e  b u t  n o  f i n e s s e :  
t h e  S p a c e  I n v a d e r s  p l a y  a n  
e n t h u s i a s t i c  s e t  f o r  f i r s t - y e a r  
c e l e b r a n t s  a t  t h e  R e v o l u t i o n .  
>~m.: 
B a z a a r . "  
T h e  b a n d  i s  t r y i n g  t o  m e l d  
E a s t e r n  m u s i c  w i t h  W e s t e r n  r o c k  
a n d  E u r o p e a n  d a n c e  r l l . y t h m s .  
M o r e  t h a n  a n y  o t h e r  b a n d ,  
t h e y ' v e  a c h i e v e d  i t .  l f  t h e y  p l a n  t o  
w o r k  i n  t h e  s a m e  v e i n  f o r  u p c o m i n g  
a l b u m s ,  i t  w i l l  b e  i n t e r e s t i n g  t o  s e e  
J e f f  M a r t i n  g e t s  i n t e n s e  w i t h  h i s  
g u i t a r .  
h o w  t h e  m e l d i n g  d e v e l o p s  i n  a  
C a n a d i a n  b a n d  r e n o w n e d  f o r  i t s  
a b i l i t y  t o  i n n o v a t e  w i t h  t r a d i t i o n a l  
m e c h a n i s m s  t o  p l e a s e  a  m o d e r n  
a u d i e n c e .  
S t a r t i n g  o f f  o n  
t h e  r i g h t  n o t e  
M A R S H A  K I N G  
C O R D  E N T E R T A I N M E N T  
O n  S u n d a y ,  S e p t e m b e r  7 ,  t h e  F a c u l t y  o f  M u s i c  o p e n e d  a n o t h e r  s e a s o n  o f  c o n -
c e r t s  f o r  b o t h  t h e  s t u d e n t  b o d y  a n d  f a c u l t y .  T h e  p e r f o r m a n c e ,  w h i c h  f e a t u r e d  
v a r i o u s  f a c u l t y  m e m b e r s  f r o m  L a u r i e r ' s  m u s i c  d e p a r t m e n t ,  p r o v e d  t o  b e  a  
d e l i g h t f u l  p r e v i e w  o f  t h e  c o n c e r t s  t h a t  w i l l  f o l l o w  i n  t h e  T h e s d a y  " M u s i c  a t  
N o o n "  s e r i e s .  
T h e  o p e n i n g  p i e c e ,  S c e n e s  f r o m  C h i l d h o o d  O p  1 5 . ,  w a s  p l a y e d  b y '  
R o s e m a r y  A s c h e r .  H e r  f i r s t  m u s i c a l  p e r f o r m a n c e  i n  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  e i g h t e e n  
y e a r s  w a s  a  s u c c e s s ,  a s  t h e  a u d i e n c e  a p p l a u d e d  t h e  i n t e n s e l y  m u s i c a l  i n t e r -
p r e t a t i o n  o f  t h e  s c o r e .  B o t h  t h e  a u d i e n c e  a n d  D r .  F i s c h e r  s e e m e d  t o  e n j o y  t h e  
h i g h l y  p r o g r a m m a t i c  p i e c e s ,  a n d  t h e  r e l a x e d  a t m o s p h e r e  o f  t h e  c o n c e r t  
a l l o w e d  p a r t i c i p a n t s  t o  c r e a t e  t h e i r  o w n  s c e n e s  o f  c h i l d h o o d  a l o n g  w i t h  t h e  
m u s i c .  
C o n t r a s 1 s ,  a  c h a m b e r  m u s i c  g r o u p ,  d i s p l a y e d  t h e i r  t a l e n t ,  w i t h  o u t s t a n d -
i n g  p e r f o r m a n c e s  f r o m  w o r l d  r e n o w n e d  a r t i s t s  E d w a r d  a n d  P a u l i n e  M l n e v l c h  
a n d  L e s l i e  D e ' A t h .  T h e s e  m u s i c i a n s  c r e a t e d  a  f e s t i v e  m a s t e r p i e c e ,  u s i n g  t h e  
w o n d e r f u l  w o r k  b y  D a r i u s  M i l h a u d .  
1 l r i s  g r o u p  c r e a t e d  a n  i n s t a n t  r a p p o r t  w i t h  t h e  a u d i e n c e  t h r o u g h  a  f r i e n d -
l y  s m i l e  i n  t h e  m o m e n t s  p r e c e d i n g  t h e i r  p e r f o r m a n c e .  T h e  c o n n e c t i o n  c o n t i n -
u e d  t h r o u g h  t h e  f o u r  m o v e m e n t s ,  w i t h  a  h i n t  o f  j a z z  i n  t h e  f i n a l e .  
- H e a t h e r  T o e w s '  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  o f  R a v e l ' s  S o n a t i n e  w a s  b e a u t i f u l .  I n  h e r  
o w n  i n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  t h e  p i e c e ,  s h e  d e s c r i b e d  s o m e  o f  t h e  b a c k g r o u n d  t o  t h e  
w o r k  t h a t  w a s  o n  t h e  v e r g e  o f  a  n e w  m u s i c a l  e r a  T h e  c o m p o s e r ' s  d e s i r e  f o r  
i n d i v i d u a l i t y  w a s  r e f l e c t e d  i n  M s  T o e w . > '  m o v i n g  p e r f o r m a n c e .  
T o  f i n i s h  t h e  c o n c e r t ,  t h e  P e u d e r e c k l  S~ Q u a r t e t  p l a y e d  t h e  B r a h m s  
P i a n o  Q u i n t e t  i n  F  M i n o r  O p  3 4 .  T h e  i n t e n s i t y  o f  t h i s  g r o u p  c o u l d  n o t  g o  
u n n o t i c e d  a s  C h r i s t i n e  V l a j k ,  t h e  n e w  v i o l i s t ,  s h o w e d  h e r  s k i l l  a s  t h e  n e w e s t  
m e m b e r  o f  t h e  q u a r t e t .  
A l l  t h e  p e r f o r m e r s  s e e m e d  t o  b e  i n  s y n c  a s  t h e  m u s i c  s o a r e d  t o  t h e  f u r -
t h e s t  c o m e r s  o f  t h e  h a l l .  T h i s  p o p u l a r  p i e c e  w a s  a n  e x c e l l e n t  e n d  t o  t h e  c o n -
c e r t ,  a n d  i t  s h o w c a s e d  t h e  h i g h  c a l i b e r  o f  m u s i c  t h a t  t h e  L a u r i e r  C o m m u n i t y  
c a n  e n j o y  f o r  f r e e .  
F o r  m o r e  i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  L a u r i e r  c o n c m1 s ,  r '  r a i l  t h e  c o n c e r t  l i n e  
a t  e x t .  3 5 5 4 .  
S e p t e m b e r  1 0 ,  1 9 9 7  •  2 3  
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Letters
from Ben
Roughneck Hooligans
Dear Editor.
Oil a recent trip to a drinking and
dancing establishment, I was recog-
nized in the men's room. This is fine
in itself, my ego can certainly handle
some thankful student saying hi.
This young gentleman however,
instigated a conversation which I
wish had never happened. He said
"Hey, it's Letters from Ben!" 1
responded with a hearty "hands off
the threads, baby." He backed off
and everything was fine.
He then professed his love for the
Tea Party, expecting some kind of
negative reaction on my part. 1 didn't
grace him with any wit, I merely
replied "Oh" and continued my uri-
nation. Somebody else piped lip and
asked who I was "dissin"', and I list-
Ed some music groups that I find
particularly useless. The only one
that garnered a response was The
Spice Girls. Up to this point, our little
bathroom rap session had been
acceptably stumbly and drunken,
and not too offensive. Upon mention
of this particular group however, the
air seemed to turn to poison. "You
don't like the Spice Girls?—what
are you? GAY??" said moron num-
ber one. 'Talent is irrelevant!" said
Mr. Arse.
] left shaking my sober head in
disbelief. Some people need some
life lessons. A band made up not of
musicians but models, is like a hos-
pital hiring a team of real estate
agents to do neurosurgery. They
don't fit the job. I am so sick of hear-
ing about bands that boast image
instead of talent. And as for my sex-
ual orientation being based on
whether or not I like some no-brain,
ass-shakin', fashion victim, totally
contrived, glorified go-go dancer,
whores; don't bother drawing any
conclusions. How about trying to
think about why you drink so damn
much?
Sincerely,
Ben Harris
P.S. To the big brawny man who
yelled "look at that dork!!" Please
come up to the Cord office, I would
like to interview you for an exclusive
story I am researching on why peo-
ple like acting intimidating.
Whose
Utopia is
this?
The death of technology
erin keating
The subtitle of Case's novel,
Silence Descends is: "The End of
the Information Age;" but even
after reading the book, I have no
idea as to why it ended, except
maybe that it's Case's desire that
it should. The premise of the
work is an interesting one. It's
_ +.Lt_ _ 4*
written with a his-
toric perspective
except that the nar-
rator lives in the
twenty-filth century,
and the subject of
the history is the
events which hap-
pened between the
years 2500 and
2500. Sounds inter-
esting, right?
Wefl, it should be
interesting but it's not. It's incred-
ibly far-fetched, and rather
hokcy. The book is written from
a very anti-technology stand-
point, which is both irritating
and condescending. For exam-
ple, one of the supposed reasons
for the end of the information
age is that "the mass media's
moral failings" are made
"apparent". This comment is
neither justifiednor explained
because, of course, everybody
knows how immoral mass
mediais.
As aghast as I was about the
afor ©men-
tioned com-
ment, it was
nothing com-
pared to this
next one: "Men
and women
everywhere
still had the
right to choose crass sensational-
ism over pure edification, an
option they had exercised more
often than not in the past-but in
the mid-twenty-first century,
men and women began to
choose differently." Yes, Oie wise,
morally superior narrator is talk-
ing about us, and apparently our
children will one day collectively
realize how crass and base their
parents really were.
Well like most readers would
surely be, I was eager to Find out
what sort of Utopian society the
jf§fert€€ Des«ii|J
George Case
Arsenal Pulp Press, $11.95
narrator belongs to. Obviously,
its morally superior and since its
alter the information age, it can't
be anything like what one finds
in a William Gibson novel. One
striking aspect of this society is
the role of academia. In this
future both "Instructors and their
pupils alike recognized the need
j j ￿ -»
*to teach and learn
utilitarian skills
rather than more
speculative disci-
plines." While I can
think ofa number ofI
people right here at
Laurier who would j
think this a great j
improvement, it does ]
nothing for me. |
However the great- j
est aspect {read: cra-
ziest) of the future is the estab*
lishment of the "Community of
the Soul."
Briefly, the Communis of the
Soul is the name for the Utopian
global community in which
everyone can communicate by
telepathy. Apparently this is ben-
eficial in a number of ways,
including that it allows for die
free communication of artistic
endeavours such as poetry and
music, and therefore allows
more people to share their artis-1
tic visions with others. The only j
result of this that I foresee is that j
there would be
a lot more real-
ly bad art, and
one would be
exposed to
many first
drafts, which
really arc not
meant to be
seen (unless of course one's
studying them for some particu-
lar purpose). Really, 1 thought a
Utopian future would be much \
more interesting than this. \
Well, in conclusion, the only jj
good thing about this book was 1
that it is really short. 1 can't ■
imagine reading two hundred \
pages of luddite nonsense, jj
However, if it sounds interesting jj
to you by ail means read it your- j
self. I'm sure that there's some ]
people out there that it would |
appeal to. |
- -
• • ■' ■
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Hoodlum is
small time
CAESAR MARTINI
Cord Entertainment
Joining the world of on screen
organized crime is Hoodlum, a star
studded gangster flick, set inl93o's
Harlem. Unfortunately, it doesn't
quite stack up to classic gangster
movies such as Goodfellas or The
Godfather.
Though Hoodlum is not the
best of the best, it certainly has a
unique place, as it loosely chroni-
cles the true story of the crime
wars between Bumpy Johnson
(Laurence Fishburne) and Dutch
Schultz (Tim Roth) in the midst of
Depression era Harlem. It's
unique because it concentrates on
blacks (instead of on the over used
Italians) as players and victims in
the world of organized crime.
Also setting Hoodlum apart
from the pack are the clearly
defined female roles. Cicely Tyson
plays the Queen of Numbers, a
strong, powerful woman who has
carved an independent niche out
for herself in the
crime rackets of
Harlem.
Vanessa
Williams plays
opposite
Fishburne as
his strongly ethical love interest.
Both these characters defy the
usual female gangster roles, espe-
cially when you consider that the
film is set in the 1930'5.
I was impressed with the quali-
ty of the film. It is apparent that a
lot of work went into recreating
the styles of the 19305. The cars,
the music, the clothes, even the
posters in the background, all
belonged unmistakably to the 30 s.
Tim Roth, with his uncouth and
brutally vulgar portrayal ofSchultz
is the perfect nemesis for Larry
Fishburne, who plays his role with
creamy confidence and smooth
composure. Both men are fun to
Hoodlum
Starring: Laurence Fishburne,
Tim Roth, Andy Garcia
Director: Bill Duke
watch on screen, Fishburne for his
coolness and Roth for his utter lack
thereof.
All this adds up to a good gang-
ster film. Good...but not great.
What makes Hoodlum fall short of
gangster movie greatness is its
lack of consistency. The filmmak-
ers seemed to be unable to decide
on a theme for the film.
At first, the theme is good
(Fishburne) versus evil (Roth), as
Bumpy tries to defend his crime
family against the unprovoked
attacks of Schultz. Fishburne's
character comes across as a
1930s Robin Hood, turning to
crime to provide for his Harlem
community.
Then the theme switches to
redemption as Fishburne struggles
with losing his humanity in his
bloody war with Roth. Then, it
switches back to good versus evil,
and back again to redemption with
little warning.
The result of this is that it
leaves the viewer
without a clear
message, lesson,
or focus from the
film.
Also, I didn't
particularly care
for most of the characters, even
though they were well played.
They seemed to lack that special
quality that makes the viewer fear
and feel for them.
In fact, the only character I
really liked was Roth but he plays
Shultz so barbarically that you
can't help but hate him.
Technically, Hoodlum is a very
well-done period gangster movie,
and if you're a fan of the genre or
the actors, it's worth seeing. But if
you are expecting another
Godfather you're going to be dis-
appointed.
Bad guy Tim Roth drivin' around
puttin' caps in your ass.
Sobering revelations
SAM VARTENIUK
CORD ENTERTAINMENT
On the morning of Thursday,
September 4, 1997,1 attended a
show called "He said. She said,"
directed by Wendy Fairant. It was
presented by a troop calling them-
selves "Rule of Thumb Theatre
Company," comprised of Jim
Corbett, Heather Braaten, Elana
Freeman, and Michael McPhaden. In
case you're not familiar with the
saying, the "rule of thumb" was a
Canadian law establishing that the
diameter of a stick with which a
man could legally teat his wife
could be no g-eater than that ofhis
thumb.
"Rule of Thumb Theatre"
invokes this as a symbol of the
inequalities that still exist in our
society. In keeping with this theme,
the show dealt with a variety of
issues, focusing on the freedoms
and dangers that accompany the
transition to university life.
The play was an amalgam of
issues animated by stock charac-
ters from an after school special:
the excessive drinker wasting away
first year at the bar, teaming to live
with a new roommate, the date
rape. The use of minimalism was
effective, the only set pieces being
four chairs that the actors would
rearrange for each of the twenty-
four short scenes that comprised
the show. The experience did not
feel so much like live theatre, as a
social Information session set in the
light of entertainment. Even so, it
was well written and did a good job
of catching the attention of the
hung-over frosh. The crowd
responded at first with pleased gur-
gling, and as consciousness stowiy
took hold, with genuine interest
and laughter.
The one area I found lacking j
was the energy level of the cast, j
along with insufficient characteriza- \
tion and establishment of setting, i
When all set changes are being |
done on a fiifly lit stage and the set*j
tings are entirely defined by the j
actions of the actors, it is vital that j
the audience not be tell wondering,;
"Where are we now?", or "Am Ii
meeting someone new, or do 1:
know this character?"
Overall, the show wasa success,
stimulating a lengthy question and
answer period. While themes like
"Don't drink too much" may seem
obvious to a group of young adults,
the show managed to present them
without being condescending.
Ultimately, the prevailing message
was, "Hake care of yourself." Then
the frosh were trundled off to a day
ofsexual tension generating games
and an evening offaceless drinking.
CORDENTERTAINMENT
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Music, coffee and a smoke
BRANDON WATSON
CORD ENTERTAINMENT
Ripping down Joseph street, you
might miss one of the finer elements
of Kitchener's downtown, The Korova
Cafe (which takes its name from A
Clockwork Orange). From the exteri-
or, the building looks like a dive and
on the interior little is different. The
furniture is brutal, the floor is
crapped up, and the walls are made
of 12 inches of cold concrete. Why
then is it one of the finer cafes in
KW? Most likely it is the comfortable
atmosphere. It's like that feeling you
get when you arrive home from
night class or have one of mom's
home cooked meals.
The majority of Korova patrons
are highschoolers, and so it may not
be what the university student has in
mind. It is not a Starbucks or a
Second Cup. Chad, the owner, boasts
that the edge for the cafe is that it is
the only all ages venue in town. The
cafe has purposefully avoided con-
tact with alcohol, because of the
package of problems that come with
it. Frequently, the Korova has live
entertainment, such as Matt
Osborne, Henry and the Folk, and
occasionally bigger acts, such as
Noah's Arkweld and The Inbreds,
who tend to do acoustic sets.
The advantage I found, however,
was that they have a special nurtur-
ing environment for local artists,
both musical and graphic. The walls
are sparsely adorned with local art
that is on consignment.
The majority of the pieces are
abstract and surreal, which compli-
ments the overall concept of the cafe
- a place to get away from it all,
without the wallet strain.
Due to a 1995 downtown revital-
ization program proposed by the city
mayor, the Korova has become a
great place to hangout. The rent is
$1 a year and the city puts up funds
for renovations. Because of the city
backing, the cafe passes the savings
on to you. The coffee is $1 and the
mugs are none too shabby in size.
The food is general snack items
like bagels and nachos, and again
not pricey at all. Chad doesn't claim
to see much, if any, money from the
cafe and all six members of the staff
are volunteers.
So basically, the dysfunctional
PUC building, the financial boost
from the city, and the artistic visions
of Chad have made the cafe a suc-
cess.
As for what it can offer the
Laurier student, it's a comfortable
place for a coffee, a smoke and an
intimate concert.
salad days sarah carson
qqrdentertainivieni
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The Truth Is Out There
Unearthing The Reality Behind The Media
MIKE CAESAR
CORD ENTERTAINMENT
Regardless of whether or not we
believe that we get the truth from
the media, it is difficult to argue
against the fact that we are con-
stantly bombarded by it. The media
creeps into our lives daily. Whether it
is through a TV screen or'a radio or
a newspaper is unimportant - what
matters is that it's there, and it has
our attention. None of this is news,
but as Noam Chomsky points out in
his latest pamphlet on the media,
what we see, hear, and read actually
is often far from the truth.
Did you know that the British
propaganda ministry was largely
responsible for securing the partici-
pation of the United States in World
War One? The fabrications they
manufactured, detailing gruesome
German atrocities that never
occurred (some did, of course) live
on in history books today. Were you
aware that the pre-Gulf War sanc-
tions imposed on Iraq were working,
and Saddam Hussein was ready to
negotiate a settlement before a sin-
gle shot was fired? Those negotia-
tions were not pursued simply
because it was not in the interest of
the US government to do so. You
likely didn't hear about that: in the
news of the day. The next reason
you didn't hear about it, according to
Chomsky, is because of the main-
stream media's fundamental link to
big business, and therefore also to
the government.
In this pamphlet, Chomsky
explains with surprising clarity how
the higher "executive" class of deci-
sion makers uses the media to
manipulate and marginalize the
general public. So when the execu-
tive needs a war for profit find politi-
cal gain, they whip up a frenzy of
opinion in favor of, for example,
killing thousands of people and cre-
ating an environmental catastrophe
in the Middle East.
As always, Chomsky's argument
is backed up by t facts, which he has
a gift for unearthing. The refreshing
thing about this pamphlet, as com-
pared to his full-length volumes, is
its accessibility. The average page in
one of Chomsky's books usually
takes reading and rereading several
times before it's understood.
The publisher seems to have the
right idea with this series, which also
includes other dissident authors, in
marketing the pamphlets as a short
introduction to a writer's work that
nevertheless is extremely significant.
This is not the first condensed
Chomsky to appear, but it is the best
fViedia Control:
The Spectacular
Acliievements of
Propaganda
Noam Chomsky
Seven Stories Press $6.95
that I have read, and I recommend it
to anyone who is curious about the
truth behind the news.
Where to Hang
Thursday, September 11
Eye Rhyme at Wilfs
Weeping Hie with Starling and
Derivation at Mrs. Robinson's
Friday, September 12
Craig Cardiff at Wilfs - noon
Mike Plume Band atWilfs
Morrissey at Massey Hall
Saturday; September 13
Yuk Yuks Comedy - Winston
Spear, Terry McGurrin, Shannon
Laverty at Wilfs
Shannon Lyon Pop Explosion with
Marigold at Mrs. Robinson's
Monday, September 15
Amanda Marshall with The
Philosopher Kings at Centre in the
Square
Tuesday; September 16
David Sinclair, guitar
Recital Hall - noon
Free Admission
Tuesday, September 16
The Scrappy Bitch Tour - Veda
Hille, Kinrrie Starr, Oh Susanna
Mrs. Itobinson's
Wednesday, September 17
Blur with Smash Mouth and King
Cobb Steelie at The lyric - Doors
Open 7pm, Show time 9pm
cordentertainment
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EGYPTIAN CUISINE
1/2 PRICE ENTREE
WITH THE PURCHASE OF A 2ND MAIN ENTREE OF
GREATER OR EQUAL VALUE I
I * The only Authentic Egyptian * The best hummos around! |
| cuisine around * Open Daily 9a.m. - 11p.m. |
|
* Fresh ingredients * Expires October 10/97 |
Offer Valid on regular prices only and cannot be used with any other offer ■
All major holidays are excluded
natural
Hemp, hemp blends & non-bleached organic cotton clothing
for men, women and children. Natural products for the home.
25 Dupont St. E., Waterloo 746-TREE
TORONTO 344 Queen ™j
9) 434-211
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~ *With minimum purchase see in store details. «P e" : £ ■
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EarCandy
Cub
Box Of Hair
Lookout!
Box of Flair is the latest inde-
pendent release from Vancouver's
att-srl band Cub. If you watch The
Wedge, you might be familiar with
these ladies and their first "hit"
song "New York City." Cub's sound
is harmonious and boppy, catchy,
and fun to listen to (mid only a half-
hour long), but unfortunately the
album follows the trend of
Canadian alternative music. The
topics that Cub follow are the prob-
lems we have all encountered
which makes them lyrically rele-
vant They talk about relationships,
personal freedom, and the people
and ideas making up society. Some
notable songs are "Freaky" and
"Box of Hair."
IremAlL
Toad the Wet Sprocket
CoB
Columbia
The latest offering from Toad the
Wet Sprocket basically sounds like
their other CDs. This isn't, however,
necesarily a bad thing. If you're
already a lan (as 1 am), then chances
are that you'll like this disk; as long
as you're not yearning for some-
thing tow and unusual Few those of
you who arent fans, there isn't any-
thing different on this release that
will entice you or even interest you
at aSL
The songs on Coil are-all fairly
mellow and tend to blend into one
another with a few notable excep-
tions. As we've seen on their earlier
releases, load the Wet Sprocket we
masters of the anguished, heart-
rending, and yet somehow opti-
mistic tune. The songs th&t really
stand out on this disk are of that
variety. A particularly apt instance of
this is track four, "Dam Would
Break" which includes such lyrics
as: "and everything I've held too
tight inside / could make p. part of
me die". Another notable track in
that same style is number six, "Don't
Fade."
All in all. the CD is rather
mediocre but it does have a couple
of incredible songs that'any fan
would definitelyappreciate,
ertnkeating
Slaughter
Revolution
Chrysalis
From the name Slaughter, one
could expect songs about hird sac-
rifices and other things evil.
Slaughter's lyrics are not evil; in
fact, some songs have religious
overtones. Songs like "American
Pie," "Heaven It Cries," and "Can
We Find A Way" have references to
Christianity and spirituality. The
message the album wants to
impart is (me ofgoodwill. The prob-
lem with Slaughter is taking them
seriously. Their voices and sounds
are straight out ofthe eighties, with
the pseudo-high-pitched voice Axel
Rose made famous. And what's up
with "Tongue in Groove?" This
song belongs on a Spinal Tap
soundtrack (use your imagination
people).
IromAfi
Bran Van 3000
gtee
Audiogram
The album is titled "glee," and one
can only assume that refers to what
the copyright lawyers felt when this
album came out. I mean, there is
sampling, and then there is sam-
pling. And then there are tracks
that you believe were thrown
together in about five minutes.
That said, this album samples
enough genres that it is listenahle,
even enjoyable if only for novelty
value. Vast chunks of songs are
pulled together in configurations
that, if nothing else, will illicit wry
smirks. "Forest" features a French
MC, "Drinking in LA." uses a key-
board bit that will drive you nute as
you try to place it... And then you
skip ahead to the nice, mellow ver-
sion of "Come On, Feel The Nofcc"
and you are forced to question your
own sanity. "Wlflard" is a junglist
track, with danceyand ragga vocals.
This album will not spend much
time in many CD trays: cute doesn't
make for compelling listening, but
you may find yourself tossing the
album on for the occasional palate-
cleanser. Check the nearest used CD
bin.
Andrew Whtte
Some Monkeys B. Harris
cordentertainment
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CORDARTS
DISPLACED
CORDARTS proudly presfpfcf
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submit your art to the Cord.
Ben Harris at 884-0710ext3564
Orator, writer of
excellence, dancer
of words, con-
stnjCtor of
brilliance, tester of
ifitelligence, death
protected, luck
||flicted,ihorne
ilchi- posessed f
; gifts like |
yips, laughter
i|enerator, happk
, ne§& metre, work
letpifcist, jo|i:taker;
|li|§iirne responsibil-
Jity, memory
|
you read and have
Vead, you will
Vead.
you cat! and have
called, you will
call.
lUiaker of friends, |
master o|proprh ;
ety, class • *
machine, Jaster of
style, of stael. s
:: Impress, succeed! *
Sand never die. *
|R.E.A.L , »'
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CT//TA/TC on ec* e PI - 17 at Music. Beginners to Advanced, for Monday Sept 29 for 7:00- No Plans for Thanksgiving?*"ItCIVIU s:3opm or call for more informa- all styles. Call 576-6881. 9:oopm. Please call now to regis- See ya this Saturday and you and
tion at ext. 4444 ter at 743-5206 and help a child. a friend could be gambling your
OSAP away in Vegas!!!
Catch the Wave! EmPLOYMENT
Join Delta Gamma! All ladies are THE LYRIC NIGHT CLUB Lyric Night Club Greg
invited to attend an open house in Downtown Kitchener. Bus Earn extra cash on weekends Had fun the other night, great to
information night on Monday Sept Trips Special events and Birthday Student Work- $12.85 to Start while working in a dynamic and see you again. Jog your memory
15 at s:3opm at 230 Albert St. parties. Every Saturday we offer National company has positions fun filled environment. Apply with bud, we've met before. By the
Come on out to find out more recession prices, free concerts, for those in school or taking time resume on Monday, September way, watch those hands eh?
about the Greek experience at free VIP lounge, free food, free off. Guaranteed pay. Flexible 15 between 12 and 4 for the fol- J&A
Laurier! prizes, and free access to work (day/evening/weekend) Cash lowing positions: bartenders,
Metropolis Nightclub located scholarships rewarded. Enhance waitstaff, security, support and Monica
across the street. You, your orga- your resume. Call immediately to postering crew. Located at 122 Seize the day! Congratulations
The Women's Centre nization or choice of charity can secure your interview 886-0909. King St. West in Kitchener. and good luck on getting your
The WLU Women's Centre would . make lots of cash!! Call 749-2121 pilot's license!
like to invite you to its first and ask for manager and we will
Collective Meeting. Come join help you organize your event. We Need Big Sisters Mort/sPub
other women from the Laurier If you are 20 years of age or older Now hiring part time waitstaff GET YOUR WLUer 97/98 UP IN
community in discussing plans and feel you can make a positive and kitchen help for evenings and THE CORD OFFICES TODAY
and events for the upcoming year. "College and Career" Come!! difference in a child's life, KW and weekends. Applicants may leave
Come join us in the Women's Meet Sundays 9:45am and for area Big Sisters needs you. a resume at the bar, corner of • They are going like hot cakes!
Centre Resource room in the Link weekend events First Baptist Develop a one on one relationship King and University. Get organized and pass all your
Church 306 Erb St West (near the with a girl or boy by meeting with courses or your money back.
Universities) For more informa- them for 3hours a week. DCDC/IJI/ilf C Guaranteed.CLASSIFIEDS tion call 886-6530 or email me: Training sessions are Sept rtZilwUlwHJLd
RATES watsSlOO at Laurier. 16,18,23 or a full day on Nov 8. 176Regina Girls
Please call 743-5206 to register. Welcome back to normalcy. It was
STUDENTS: just one big annoying, smelly and
30 words or less $5 PHQ %/Ll fc Hey there Turret Fans! dirty nightmare.
31 - 60 words $8 MrILC Volunteers Needed What do we got for ya this term??
each word over 60 .10 The special needs office is looking CHEAP DATE SATURDAYS Sept B.
NON-STUDENTS: for volunteers who are willing to 13, Oct 25, Nov 29. This week, a I miss you.
30 words or less $7 Small Dog Records assist students in the following trip for two to Vegas up for grabs. K.
31-60 words $10 If you don't hear us on areas:doing library research,
each word over 60 .10 radio...hear us at www.eyer- reading text to tape, helping with Dear Landlord:
SEMI-DISPLAY ADS: hyme.com Mew Progressive Rock Bookstore purchases, and assist- Hey, Need a Sea Doo? Your an asshole for defaulting on
add .50 -RealAudio. ing with other tasks that may Turret is giving one away this your mortgage. We want our
*Prices include GST arise in the life of a student, term! Qualifiers each week!! Last paint money you cheap bastard!
Please contact the office in the week Congrats to Tim Kuhn and P.L.
Placement forms are available in the Women's Brand Names Arts Building Room ICII Sumit Pan!
* Designer Clothing ext.3043/3086. Will exchange Monopoly money
3564). Fax orders can be sent to (519) For Sale. Reasonable Prices: Don't Have Cable? for new mice. Please bring up to
584
:7723 '
. * , , , Guess, GAP, etc...BRAND NAMES Well, Turret has a Satellite and a the Cord Office A.S.A.P.Cash required in advance for most stu-
„.
'
„r
'
_ „ , „ .. .... ... . j ? ■ „ c
dentclassifieds. GALLERY; 181 Park Street, Homework Helpers Needed year of programming up for
Billing available for phone-in and fax Waterloo, ON. Open Now! Immediately! Big Sisters requires grabs!! WRITERS FOR THE CORD
orders and classifieds running for more j 5 homework helpers to tutor All sections of The Cord are cur-U")3n fIV6 ISSUGS .
Deadline for placements or cancellations elementary or highschool stu- The Turret rently seeking writers. Please
is Tuesday at 12:00 p.m. Guitar Lessons dents who need academic assis- For all great stuffand trips! come up to the Cord Offices on
incorrectlns^rtto^POnSlb ' e *° T on 'y 006 K-W Central. Micheal Bennett, tance. Own transportation the 3rd Floor of the Fred Nichols
RCM affiliate teacher. B.A. in required. Training is scheduled Campus Centre if you're interest-
ed in getting involved.
_.n
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ultimate € Iseareiitool
FREE with selected McGraw-Hill Ryerson textbooks at your bookstore.
— ~ Multimedia Systems Mainboards
0. IBMEE- drake dqfasco gfiß Headlined SSgS IBM P2OO, MMX Mb, MMX Mb & P2OO cpu 189
m 512k cache, 16Mb Edo Intel P2OO Mainboard 69= =
Ram, 20X Cdrom, 1.0 TX 266 MMX Ultra DMA 119
Corcisports. Play the game. Gig Hardrive, 3D PC2TV Hardrives-3 year waaranty
Video, 3D Sound, 14" *1.0 Gb/I.3Gb 159/189
1 " 1 SVGA Monitor, $999 2.1 Gb Fujitsu 229
Manßm_aH.a_.B_i
233 MMX System $1479 3.5 Ultra DMA Fujitsu 299
233.266 MMX. Intel TX 4.4/6.5 Quantum 339/499
~ZZ ~ ~ 512k cache, 32Mb Edo Other Parts
|M|| i | Ram, 20X Cdßom, 4.4 Soundcard ESS 3D 26
W W Gig HD' 30 4MB Video Soundblaster AWE 128
w/DVD, 3D Sound, 15" 33.6 voice/fax modem 49/65
SVGA Monitor 56.7 voice/fax/data 125
Get organized. Canon 4100 Printer $249 14715717" 199/299/599
Brother Laser 6ppm $359 15" Goldstar 56i OSC 349
CPUs, RAM $call 20X CD-Rom 107
Get yours. Selter Inc. 715 McMurray Road, Waterloo 747-0028
Now available. Mon-Fri 10am-7pm, Sat 11-spm fax: 747-9851
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I've beenfrozen for
"
RVSV cncii I
thirty years here people. onC
*m,"" s*,cs
rw I Tel: (519) 884-0710 «*t. jh?
Throw me a frickin' bone! WWB ■»<»»>-<•««
Or Evil /I st i Powors
440pwuipstreet,
wwwpcdistribu (ion. com
(US free)
1 Mm * *I Stave of the j— l
I What a fantastic feeling it is to haw even, one back on campus again! 5 hope J B■ you all had a good .summer and ait* looking forward to an exciting 1997-98!!! ￿* * Jg B
I As vou probably noticed. lam writing to you from the newly unplemen ed ||| M B
I Students' Union page! Tills page lias been designed with the intent ofkeeping ■ I
■ YOU informed. Wfe will lie here every other week keeping vou abreast of all jp J&g&. B
B Student Union activities. Throughout the year you will be hearing tidbits from all % I
I S asjxvts of your Union: die Board of Directors, |||j|jj|j|^ppi'r T I
I|: jM H Finance and University Affairs. You will also E
If* h be hearing about events and political infprma- OPIMIOMC MFF F* BI 1 W BlSllll tion tliat you need to know about (see below I LLL/LU■■ ■■ BI -— for a great example!) What do you think ofthe self-assessment form? Imm m* I hope everyone enjoys die page and » ■
I ** * please give us your feedback on what you'd With the knowledge that there is an increase in efficiency in the Business OfficeB ii niii like tosee! with the new self-assessment fonns (where you assessed what you owed to die I■ university), what are vour feelings toward it?
I live the life of the wise and go hard core....
I * Stew Wong
■ wlusu President emailStewart Wong: wonglBso@macbl. whtca
I POLITICA! NEWS that die Univereity to relabeling die student employ- I .. .. .. - r- II Znt tmnt programs to them of'studentaid' so POSITIONS AVAILABLE II MUitC that tliey could fund it out of the tuition increase.
I |M RIIPCADSCC Therefore, something that was once covered under Don't fotget, The Students' Union is luring in all departments! Applications are due ■I the standard operating budget was now (potentially) on September 17th at 4:30 p.m. Please visit the Union for more details or contact
I Students' Union Investigation leads being covered by funds intended for student aid ie) Jennifer Alichin at 22human@wiu.ca. Also note the Academic Affairs Board is looking II toBursaty Moneyforstudents*. bursuries. for facultyrepresentatives (contactScott Hants ext. 3335).
I Over tiie course of the summer a considerable After a thorough investigation by the Students' I
I amount of time was spent on a very hot political Union and intense work with the Finance and ———— ——— — — I
I issue that has since resulted in an additional $525 698 Administration staff of die University the following I——
I in bursary money in 1997-98. result had been attained
I The issue at hand was whether tlie University was 1) An ADDITIONAL $525,698 IN BURSARIES OVER j<?<
I correctly using the funds tram the last tuition hike. AND ABOVE what has been budgeted is available
I Hie government liad mandated that 30% of tlie last to students for 1997-98 and jsJlI liike be funneled to student aid and there were seri- 2) Students are no longer required to sign an docu- ? """iffCI ous concerns as to whether the University was doing ment declaring financial need. / J^TB■ this in an appropriate fashion. I urge each of you to give me your reaction to M HLtoSflE^
The other related issue was tliat tlie University this issue and to ask me for more details. Talk about
I Administration had implemented a program that it amongst friends and bring your voices to both l?y J
would require students employed as class assistants, myself and adininistration. It is critical tliat there is /.',C
" J0
proctors, markers, and research assistants to sign a bnoad awareness about this issue so tliat the money is /
*
document declaring tlieir 'financial need' before given to hands of students, as itshould be. Dont forget to
I they would be hired on f<y diose posistions. Tliere Contact Siewait;m>ng via email: check out the web
I are obvious philosophical jlroblemswith this in addi- uvnglBso@macbl.uii4.ca site official launch I
I tion to die feet tliat the best qualified student may not or by phone: 884-1970 ext 3409 date September 23. B
I get tlie job. * \lsit Student Awards at 202 Regira Street for infer-
I Thus, to bring die two issues together, it appeared mation on bursaries. I
-- go beyond THE EDGE -- Student Recession
into the FRmYFURYOF THE HURRICANE
fft/D/IYS SATURDAYS
HHPI sS B FREE Concerts, Free Transportation, Free Prizes
& Recession Prices
Still Absolutely the BIGGEST 8c the WILDEST
PARTY In the UNIVERSE 111
livei -mis Fail CARLOS MORGAN - Saturday September 13
For FREE Campus Shuttle Bus Pick-up
- Wednesday September 1 7
Every Saturday Night, Call the MICHELLE SWEENEY - Saturday September 20
INFO-LINE: 749-2121 BIG SUGAR - Thursday October 2
"' 5
;■ THURSDAYSHOUSENOCOVERB411:30 <
| DJ's Mark Oliver (Joker, Better Days) & Yonexx (The Underground, Industry) |1
RETRO at the metro 5
■| mmsRFTROHOcom$1.75MNI6HT ■!
■| DJ Mark Masters (Joker) Featuring Top 20 Alternative Rock
% Metropolis will be giving away U2 tickets every Friday this September. ■
H All entrants will qualify to win a Kokanee Hot Tub from Labatt's. H
- Jj
MCkv I ■4C 125King Street West ■
7 igh t c I u b "l
